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Cleaning Rods & Accessories

Dewey Cleaning Rods

Dewey cleaning rods are a favorite with competition shooters in all disciplines. The coating 
on Dewey rods is tough and expertly applied. We include a jag and brush adapter (where 
needed) with all Dewey rods. We have added the .20 caliber rods recently - they are also the 
perfect rod for your .22 rimfire rifles. .17 to .20 caliber rods are hardened, polished stainless 
steel and are not coated. Rod lenths do not include handle.
 Copper Eliminator rods have the same tough outer coating and ball-bearing smooth 
rotating handle as standard Dewey rods, with a difference. These rods have an 8-32 female 
threaded aluminum ferrule that won't react with ammonia based solvents. Each rod is sup-
plied with an aluminum male threaded Copper Eliminator jag.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION INCLUDES
.17 Caliber Stainless Rods (5-40 Female)
#749-003-267ST 18" (Silhouette) 17 Jag, 5-40 threads $22.99
#749-003-968ST 36" (Rifle) 17 Jag, 5-40 threads 26.99
.20 Caliber/22 Rimfire Stainless (5-40 Female)
#749-004-447ST Rifle 25" (10/22’s etc.) 20/22 Rimfire, 20 cal. Jag 31.99
#749-004-450ST Rifle 32" (Sporter) 20/22 Rimfire, 20 cal. Jag 31.99
#749-004-453ST Rifle 38" (Varmint) 20/22 Rimfire, 20 cal. Jag 31.99
#749-004-452ST Rifle 42" (Varmint) 20/22 Rimfire, 20 cal. Jag 31.99
.22 Caliber through 6.5mm Rods (Male Dewey Thread)
#749-004-097ST Pistol 12" w/22 Jag and Brush Adapter 27.99
#749-004-288ST Silhouette 17" w/22 Jag and Brush Adapter 29.99
#749-004-291ST Semi-Autos 24" w/22 Jag and Brush Adapter 29.99
#749-004-396ST Rifle 30" w/22 Jag and Brush Adapter 30.99
#749-004-542ST Rifle 36" w/22 Jag and Brush Adapter 31.99
#749-004-513ST Rifle 40" w/22 Jag and Brush Adapter 31.99
#749-004-535ST Rifle 44" w/22 Jag and Brush Adapter 31.99
.277 Caliber and Up Rods (Male Dewey Thread)
#749-004-104ST Pistol 12" w/38 Jag and Brush Adapter 27.99
#749-004-290ST Silhouette 17" w/27 Jag and Brush Adapter 29.99
#749-004-289ST Semi-Autos 24" w/30 Jag and Brush Adapter 29.99
#749-004-534ST Rifle 36" w/30 Jag and Brush Adapter 31.99
#749-004-516ST Rifle 40" w/30 Jag and Brush Adapter 31.99
#749-004-536ST Rifle 44" w/30 Jag and Brush Adapter 31.95
#749-005-888ST Rifle 52"* w/30 Jag and Brush Adapter 48.95
.35 Caliber and Up Rods (Male Dewey Thread)
#749-004-989ST 36" Rifle w/35 Jag and Brush Adapter 35.95
#749-004-852ST 44" Rifle w/35 Jag and Brush Adapter 33.95
.50 Caliber (Male Dewey Thread)
#749-006-384ST 54" Rifle w/50 Jag and Brush Adapter 49.99
#749-006-383ST 62" Rifle w/50 Jag and Brush Adapter 58.95
Shotgun Rod (5/16-27 Female Thread) (See page 156 for more shotgun rods)
#749-004-859ST 34" 2-Piece Fixed Handle 

Shotgun Rod
w/Patch Loop 33.95

#749-004-858ST 34" 1-Piece Fixed Handle 
Shotgun Rod 

w/Patch Loop 33.95

.22-.26 Caliber Copper Eliminator Rods (8-32 Female Dewey Thread)
#749-012-779ST 36" Male Jag 39.95
#749-012-780ST 40" Male Jag 39.95
#749-012-781ST 44" Male Jag 39.95
.27 Caliber and Up Copper Eliminator Rods (8-32 Female Dewey Thread)
#749-012-782ST 36" Male Jag 39.95
#749-012-783ST 40" Male Jag 39.95
#749-012-784ST 44" Male Jag 39.95

Dewey Pistol Rods
Dewey makes two short rods designed for cleaning short barrel handguns. They are small 
enough in diameter to use for .22 caliber pistols, but due to their short length they are stiff 
enough to use for large pistol calibers. These coated rods use Dewey male threaded pistol 
jags. Available in 6" and 9" usable length. Regular 8-32 male thread jags (this page) and 
pistol brushes (page 138) will thread directly onto the rod.
#749-003-506ST Dewey Pistol Rod - 6" $22.95
#749-003-507ST Dewey Pistol Rod - 9" 22.95

Dewey Pierce-
Style Jags
These jags can be used to pierce 
the patch but also can be used 
as a wrap style jag. All male 
jags are 8-32 threads except .17 
cal. and .20 cal. (5-40 threads). 
Available in male or female 
threads for most calibers. 
Female .22 cal. through .26 cal. 
jags fit Dewey .22 cal. rods 
only. .270 cal. jags and up fit .30 
cal. Dewey rods only.

CALIBER
MALE 
$4.25

FEMALE 
$4.45

17 Cal. #749-000-304ST NA
20 Cal./22RF #749-000-310ST NA
22 Cal. #749-000-311ST #749-000-308ST
6mm Cal. #749-000-303ST #749-000-309ST
6.5mm Cal. #749-000-301ST #749-000-302ST
270 Cal. #749-000-299ST #749-000-305ST
30 Cal. #749-000-307ST #749-000-306ST
38/357/9mm #749-000-293ST #749-000-297ST
40 Cal./10mm #749-000-292ST #749-000-294ST
45 Cal. (Pistol) #749-000-295ST #749-000-298ST
338 Cal. NA #749-000-300ST
35 Cal. (Rifle)* NA #749-000-314ST
375 Cal. (Rifle)* NA #749-000-316ST
45 Cal. (Rifle)* NA #749-000-317ST
416 Cal.* NA #749-000-315ST
50 Cal.* NA #749-000-318ST
* Large Rifle Jags $4.45 Each

Dewey Parker Hale Style 
Jags
These jags are wrap style jags with a blunt nose. 
Jags grip patches tightly. Great for use with J-B or 
when applying solvent such as Sweet's. Parker Hale 
style jags are available with male or female threads.

CALIBER
MALE 
$4.95

FEMALE 
$4.95

FEMALE 
$6.95

22 Cal. #749-000-427ST #749-000-418ST NA
6mm Cal. #749-000-404ST #749-000-403ST NA
30 Cal. #749-000-419ST #749-000-441ST NA
270 Cal. NA #749-000-393ST NA
338 Cal. NA NA #749-000-728ST
35 Cal. NA NA #749-000-749ST
375 Cal. NA NA #749-000-710ST
416 Cal. NA NA #749-000-711ST
50 Cal. NA NA #749-000-750ST

Dewey Copper  
Eliminator Style Jags
Male-threaded 8-23 aluminum jags are 
designed for use on Copper Eliminator rods, 
and can be used on other rods with 8-32 
female threads. .17 and .20 caliber have 5-40 
threads. Female-threaded jags extend some 
of the benefits of the 
Copper Eliminator sys-
tem to standard Dewey 
nylon-coated rods. .22, 
.24, and 6.5mm cali-
ber jags fit male rods 
with 8-36 threads. .30 
caliber/8mm jag fits 
male rods with 12-28 
threads.

CALIBER
MALE 
$4.95

FEMALE 
$4.95

.17 Cal. #749-012-785ST NA

.20 Cal. #749-012-786ST NA

.22/.223/.224 Cal. #749-012-787ST #749-012-791ST

.24/6mm/.25 Cal. #749-012-788ST #749-012-793ST
6.5/7mm/.280/.284 Cal. #749-012-789ST #749-012-792ST
.30 Cal./8mm #749-012-790ST #749-012-794ST

Sinclair Pierce-Style 
Cleaning Jags
Sinclair pierce style jags are preferred by 
shooters in many disciplines. Our jag com-
pletely pierces and captures the patch while 
it passes through the bore. Patches fall 
off upon exiting. Sinclair jags are female 
threaded (compatible with Dewey rods) 
in a kit containing jags for: .22, 6mm, 
.277/7mm, and .30 caliber.

#749-002-189ST Sinclair 4 Jag Set $13.95
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Dewey Brush Adapters, Loops and  
Shotgun Implements

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
#749-000-198ST Dewey 22-6.5 female/female (8-36/8-32) 

adapter. Fits Dewey male rod end and accepts 
all standard brushes and 8-32 male threaded 
accessories.

$3.45

#749-000-197ST Dewey 270 cal. and up female/female  
(12-28/8-32) adapter. Fits Dewey 270 and up 
male rod end and accepts all standard brushes 
and 8-32 male threaded accessories.

3.45

#749-000-195ST Shotgun Brush Adapter fits Dewey 27-and-up 
male-threaded rods and accepts 5/16-27 male 
threaded shotgun brushes and rod acces-
sories.

3.45

#749-000-216ST Female/female adapter for 22 cal Parker Hale 
brand rods. Enables the use of standard 8-32 
brushes and other accessories on Parker Hale 
rods.

3.75

#749-000-214ST Female/female adapter for 30 cal Parker Hale 
brand rods. Enables the use of standard 8-32 
brushes and other accessories on Parker Hale 
rods.

3.75

#749-000-217ST Adapter (5-40 male to 8-32 female) to fit 
22 cal brushes to 17 and 20 caliber rods for 
rimfire use.

3.75

#749-000-218ST Patch loop for 17 and 20 caliber rods (5-40 
male thread).

3.90

#749-000-400ST Brass shotgun patch loop for 27-and-up male 
threaded rods

4.95

#749-000-196ST Universal patch loop with 8-32 male threads 
-fits Pro-Shot rods and Dewey brush adapters.

3.45

#749-000-296ST Adapter (female/female) converts Dewey 270 
and up male threaded rods to 10-32 female 
thread for black powder accessories.

4.25

#749-000-319ST Dewey male/male (8-36/8-32) adapter to en-
able the use of Dewey female threaded jags on 
rods with 8-32 female threads.

4.15

#749-000-320ST Dewey male/male (12-28/8-32) adapter to 
enable the use of Dewey 270 and up female 
threaded jags on rods with 8-32 male threads.

4.45

#749-012-777ST Aluminum .224 thru .264 caliber adapter 
converts 8-36 male-threaded Dewey rods to 
accept 8-32 male-threaded Copper Eliminator 
brushes and jags. 

3.50

#749-012-778ST Aluminum .27 caliber-and-larger adapter 
converts 12-28 male-threaded Dewey rods to 
accept 8-32 male-threaded Copper Eliminator 
brushes and jags. 

3.50

Male to Male 
Adapters

Rifle 
Patch 
Loop

Shotgun 
Patch 
Loop

Dewey Brush 
Adapters

Aluminum 
Adapters

17 to 22 Cal. 
Adapter

Montana X-treme Rifle Cleaning Rods
Montana X-treme cleaning rods are made from high-grade 
spring steel, so they'll push through tough fouling without 
bending. Dirt and grit won't cling to the proprietary, 
nonembedding coating for extra protection to the bore of 
your prized rifle. The machined aluminum handle is slim 
enough to avoid contact with the stock when cleaning 
from the breech, while still comfortable and easy-to-
grasp for excellent control. Bearings at each end of the handle let the rod rotate smoothly 
to keep the jag or brush fully in contact with the rifling. Color-coded handles help you 
make sure you pick up the correct-caliber rod. Each rod has a soft aluminum ferrule at the 
threaded end to help protect the breech or muzzle from damage.

ITEM # CALIBER LENGTH THREAD SIZE
#100-007-969ST .17-.20 30" 5-40 female $49.99
#100-007-968ST .17-.20 36" 5-40 female 49.99
#100-007-970ST .17-.20 42" 5-40 female 49.99
#100-007-971ST .22-.264 30" 8-32 female 55.99
#100-007-972ST .22-.264 36" 8-32 female 51.99
#100-007-967ST .22-.264 42" 8-32 female 55.99
#100-007-973ST .270-.50 30" 8-32 female 51.99
#100-007-974ST .270-.50 36" 8-32 female 51.99
#100-007-975ST .270-.50 44" 8-32 female 51.99
#100-007-976ST .338-.50 56" 8-32 female 66.99

Pro-Shot Premium Stainless Steel 
Cleaning Rods
Pro-Shot Products has taken extra steps in their manufacturing process to build 
some of the finest cleaning rods in the world. Each Pro-Shot cleaning rod has a 
hard, dense, mirrorlike finish that prevents the rods from picking up abrasive grit 
or dirt and carrying it into your bore. Pro-Shot burnishes (micro polish) every rod 
in addition to their centerless grinding process.
These rods are extremely strong and will last for years. The stainless steel will 
handle the harsh chemical reaction that many of today's solvents have with coated 
rods. All rods (except for .17 and .20 caliber) are female threaded for 8-32 acces-
sories including jags and brushes. The .17 and .20 caliber rods have 5-40 threads.
Fitted with a comfortable machined, anodized aluminum handle. Rod lengths do 
not include handle.

ITEM # CALIBER LENGTH
17 Cal. Stainless Rods (5-40 Female Thread)
#749-004-391ST (Silhouette) w/17 cal jag 221/2" $29.99
#749-004-394ST (Rifle) w/ 17 cal jag 381/2" 31.95
20 Cal. & 22 Rimfire Rod (5-40 Female Thread)
#749-004-393ST (Rifle) w/ 20 cal jag 36" 31.95
22 Cal. thru 6.5mm Stainless Rods (8-32 Female Thread)
#749-002-669ST (Pistol) w/ 22 cal jag 8" 18.99
#749-003-042ST (Pistol) w/ 22 cal jag 12" 21.99
#749-003-459ST (Silhouette) w/ 22 cal jag 18" 23.95
#749-003-981ST (Short Rifle) w/ 22 cal jag 26" 28.99
#749-004-277ST (Rifle) w/ 22 cal jag 36" 29.99
#749-004-414ST (Rifle) w/ 22 cal jag 42" 32.95
.277 Cal. and Up Stainless Rods (8-32 Female Thread)
#749-002-670ST (Pistol) w/ 30 cal jag 8" 19.99
#749-003-043ST (Pistol) w/ 30 cal jag 12" 21.95
#749-003-829ST (Short Rifle) w/ 30 cal jag 26" 25.95
#749-004-360ST (Rifle) w/ 30 cal jag 36" 30.49
#749-004-413ST (Rifle) w/ 30 cal jag 42" 33.95

Pro-Shot Spear Tipped Brass Jags
Pro-Shot cleaning jags are designed with a spear tip to keep the patch securely in place while 
cleaning. All jags are machined with male threads and are available in sizes from .17 caliber 
thru .50 caliber including pistol sizes. All jags are marked 
according to size. Machined from brass.

ITEM # CALIBER
#749-000-282ST 17 Cal $3.99
#749-000-286ST 20 Cal 3.99
#749-000-288ST 22/6mm 3.99
#749-000-283ST 25 Cal 3.99
#749-000-284ST 6.5mm 3.99
#749-000-277ST 270 Cal 3.99
#749-000-285ST 7mm 3.99
#749-000-287ST 30 Cal 3.99
#749-000-280ST 8mm 3.99

Bore Tech Proof-
Positive Rifle Jags
Want proof your barrel is clean? Then start 
using Proof-Positive Jags. Instead of using traditional 
brass jags that tend to leave behind "blue-colored" cop-
per fouling, Bore Tech uses a proprietary heavy-duty 
alloy jag that has excellent tensile strength and features 
a special coating that seals the jag to protect it against harsh chemicals and makes it 100% 
barrel safe. Eliminating brass with a Proof-Positive Jag will not only give you a cleaner rifle 
bore, but you'll save time and money by cutting back on wasted patches and chemicals. 
Proof-Positive Jags are precision machined to strict tolerances to provide true, concentric 
pressure on barrel surfaces. Get excellent cleaning results by using Proof-Positive Jags with 
Bore Tech's Bore Stix.
#509-000-122ST .17 Cal. $6.99
#749-101-628ST 20 Cal. 6.49
#749-101-627ST 22 Cal. Rimfire 6.49
#509-000-132ST .22 Cal. Centerfire 6.99
#749-101-633ST 6mm 6.49
#749-101-634ST 6.5mm 7.56
#749-101-635ST .270 Cal./7mm 6.49

#509-000-162ST .30 Cal. $6.99
#749-101-623ST 338 Cal. 6.49
#749-101-624ST 35 Cal./9mm 7.49
#749-101-625ST .375 Cal. 7.49
#749-101-631ST 416 Cal. 7.49
#749-101-632ST 44 Cal./45 Cal. 7.49
#749-101-630ST 50 Cal. 7.49

ITEM # CALIBER
#749-000-281ST 338 Cal 3.99
#749-000-273ST 35 Cal 3.99
#749-000-278ST 38 Cal-9mm 3.99
#749-000-274ST 375 Cal 3.99
#749-000-272ST 40 Cal 3.99
#749-000-271ST 416 Cal 3.99
#749-000-275ST 44 Cal 3.99
#749-000-276ST 45 Cal 3.99
#749-000-279ST 50 Cal 3.99
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Bore Tech V-Stix
Bore Tech V-Stix are packed with all the features, 
quality and performance you have come to expect 
from Bore Tech. The V-Stix utilize a caliber spe-
cific steel core and high performance coating, 
which is extremely chemical resistant and durable. 
It includes their ergonomic designed handle with 
ball bearing system - an industry favorite. Like all 
Bore Tech cleaning rod handles, these are caliber 
specific color coded. Barrel-safe female threaded 
brass ferrules complete this affordable package. 
The Bore Tech V-Stix offers a high quality clean-
ing rod without the high dollar price tag. Jags sold 
separately.

Each $29.99

Iosso Nyflex™ Bore Brushes
Tough, long-lasting bore brushes thoroughly clean handguns, rifles and shotguns. Distinctive blue Nyflex bristles flex more than 
bronze, letting you scrub back and forth without fear of getting the brush stuck in the bore. Easily scrubs out all types of fouling, 
and the brass wire brush core won’t scratch the bore. Handgun and rifle brushes have 8-32 male threads, and shotgun brushes have 
5/16-27 male threads. Sold as single brushes.

Nyflex Bore Brush $3.49
ITEM # FITS

#073-000-010ST .22 Handgun
#073-000-011ST .357/.38/9mm Handgun
#073-000-012ST .40/.41 Handgun
#073-000-013ST .44/.45 Handgun
#073-000-014ST .17 Rifle
#073-000-015ST  .20 Rifle
#073-000-016ST .22/5.56mm Rifle
#073-000-017ST .243/6mm Rifle

The new Bore Tech Proof Positive 
Bore Stix feature a proprietary 
alloy tip which eliminates any false 
indication of copper fouling in 
your bore. This paired with a new 
chemically resistant coating make 
the Proof Positive rods some of 
the finest available. Proof Positive 
Bore Stix feature caliber-specific 
steel cores with a cushioned ball 
bearing handle, which effortlessly 
follows your barrel rifling. The 
ergonomic, cushioned handle 
prevents any damage to your rifle 
stock. Proof Positive Jags sold 
separately. Here's a list of Proof 
Positive Bore Stix features:
• Proprietary alloy and secondary 

treatment process eliminates 
false copper reading

• As soft and safe as brass with 
exceptional strength to prevent 
damage during use

• Female ended ferrule is 
machined to provide an edge-
free transition between rod and 
Proof Positive Jag. Eliminates 
the need for adaptors.

• Highly advanced rod coating 
that provides anti-wear char-
acteristics and prevents debris 
from embedding

• Ergonomic, cushioned handle 
with an unparalleled ball bear-
ing system

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
#509-173-600ST 17 Cal 36" $51.99
#749-101-569ST 17 Cal 40" 47.99
#749-101-570ST 17 Cal 44" 47.99
#509-000-025ST 20 Cal 36" 51.99
#749-101-574ST 20 Cal 40" 47.99
#509-000-026ST 20 Cal 44" 51.99
#749-101-577ST 22 Cal 25" Rimfire 47.99
#749-101-578ST 22 Cal 30" Rimfire 47.99
#749-101-579ST 22 Cal 36" Rimfire 47.99
#749-101-580ST 22 Cal 40" Rimfire 47.99
#749-101-581ST 22 Cal 44" Rimfire 47.99
#509-000-006ST 22 Cal. 25" Centerfire 51.99
#749-101-584ST 22 Cal 30" Rimfire 47.99
#749-101-585ST 22 Cal 36" Rimfire 47.99
#509-000-007ST 22 Cal 25" Rimfire 51.99
#749-101-586ST 22 Cal 40" Rimfire 47.99
#509-000-008ST 22 Cal 44" Centerfire 51.99
#749-101-588ST 22 Cal 48" Centerfire 47.99
#749-101-606ST 243 Cal/6mm/270 Cal 25" 47.99
#749-101-607ST 243 Cal/6mm/270 Cal 30" 47.99
#749-101-608ST 243 Cal/6mm/270 Cal 36" 47.99
#749-101-609ST 243 Cal/6mm/270 Cal 40" 47.99
#509-000-009ST 243 Cal/6mm/270 Cal 44" 51.99
#749-101-611ST 243 Cal/6mm/270 Cal 50" 51.99
#749-101-612ST 243 Cal/6mm/270 Cal 56" 57.95
#749-101-613ST 243 Cal/6mm/270 Cal 60" 57.95
#749-101-614ST 7mm/30 Cal/8mm 25" 47.99
#749-101-615ST 7mm/30 Cal/8mm 31" 47.99
#509-000-010ST 7mm/30 Cal/8mm 36" 51.99
#749-101-617ST 7mm/30 Cal/8mm 40" 47.99
#509-000-011ST 7mm/30 Cal/8mm 44" 51.99
#749-101-619ST 7mm/30 Cal/8mm 48" 47.99
#749-101-620ST 7mm/30 Cal/8mm 52" 51.99
#749-101-621ST 7mm/30 Cal/8mm 56" 51.99
#749-101-622ST 7mm/30 Cal/8mm 60" 51.99
#749-101-589ST 338-41 Cal 36" 51.99
#749-101-590ST 338-41 Cal 40" 47.99
#749-101-591ST 338-41 Cal 44" 47.99
#749-101-592ST 338-41 Cal 48" 58.95
#749-101-593ST 338-41 Cal 52" 52.99
#749-101-594ST 338-41 Cal 56" 52.99
#749-101-595ST 338-41 Cal 60" 52.99
#749-101-600ST 416-50 Cal 40" 64.99
#749-101-601ST 416-50 Cal 44" 64.99
#749-101-602ST 416-50 Cal 50" 69.99
#749-101-603ST 416-50 Cal 56" 69.99
#749-101-604ST 416-50 Cal 60" 69.99

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
Rifle
#749-101-639ST 17-20 Cal 40"
#749-101-642ST 22 cal-6.5mm 30"
#749-101-643ST 22 cal-6.5mm 36"
#749-101-644ST 22 cal-6.5mm 40"
Pistol
#749-101-640ST 22-45 Cal 6.5"

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
Rifle
#749-101-645ST 22 cal-6.5mm 44"
#749-101-646ST 270 Cal and Up 36"
#749-101-647ST 270 Cal and Up 40"
#749-101-648ST 270 Cal and Up 44"
Pistol
#749-101-641ST 22-45 Cal 9"

ITEM # FITS
#073-000-018ST .264/6.5mm Rifle
#073-000-019ST .286/7mm Rifle
#073-000-020ST .30/7.62mm Rifle
#073-000-021ST .338 Rifle
#073-000-022ST 12 Gauge Shotgun
#073-000-023ST 16 Gauge Shotgun
#073-000-024ST 20 Gauge Shotgun
#073-000-025ST 28 Gauge Shotgun
#073-000-026ST .410 Gauge Shotgun

Bore Tech Proof-Positive Bore Stix

Features oversized bristles for added strength, and non-brass cores and couplers that pre-
vent the appearance of copper fouling remaining in your bores. The .17 and .20 caliber rifle 
brushes are 1" shorter in length to reduce the force needed to push the brush through and 
prevent barrel damage. For best results use Proof-Positive Nylon Brushes with fast acting 
copper cleaners like Bore Tech’s Eliminator and CU+2 Copper Remover. 3 brushes per pack.

ITEM # CALIBER
#749-101-649ST 17 $6.95
#749-101-659ST 20 5.99
#749-101-658ST 22 4.99
#749-101-660ST 6.5mm 4.99
#749-101-650ST 6mm 4.99
#749-101-651ST 7mm 4.99

ITEM # CALIBER
#749-101-652ST 30 4.99
#749-101-653ST 338 4.99
#749-101-654ST 375 6.99
#749-101-655ST 41Cal/416 4.99
#749-101-656ST 44 Cal/45 4.99
#749-101-657ST 50 4.99

Bore Tech 
Proof-
Positive 
Nylon Brushes
Bore Tech understands the need 
for premium quality nylon brushes, 
which is why they have constructed these 
”double wound” Proof-Positive Nylon Brushes 
that feature superior construction and materials. These 
brushes have twice as many bristles as competing brands to double 
the scrubbing action and shorten the cleaning process.
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Super Brush Bore-tips™
Bore-tips are a convenient, all-

in-one replacement for traditional jags and 
patches. They feature plastic adapters that fit 
threads commonly found on cleaning rods, and 
are reusable up to five times. Bore-tips tightly fit 
the bore for thorough cleaning, and the spongy foam absorbs solvents and oils for uniform 
application. Stands up to most cleaning chemicals. Pistol and rifle Bore-tips have 8-32 male 
threads; shotgun tips have 5/16"-27 male threads. Note: .45 caliber Bore Tips will not fit .44 
caliber barrels.

#100-010-572ST .243/6mm Bore-tips - 6-Pack $4.99
#100-010-573ST .30/7.62mm Bore-tips - 6-Pack 4.99
#100-010-570ST .357/9mm Bore-tips - 6-Pack 4.99
#100-011-090ST .40/10mm Bore-tips - 5-Pack 5.99
#100-011-089ST .45 Bore-tips - 5-Pack 5.99
#100-012-300ST 12 Ga. Bore-tips – 3-Pack 8.99
#100-013-563ST 20 Ga. Bore-tips - 3-Pack 8.99

Cleaning Rods & Accessories

Sinclair Cleaning Rod Wall Bracket

Our Sinclair Cleaning Rod Wall Mount Bracket lets you 
store up to six cleaning rods on the wall, out of the way 
but always ready at hand. This bracket accepts clean-
ing rods from Dewey and a number of other cleaning 
rod manufacturers in the marketplace today. Specially 
designed to accommodate cleaning rods stored in our 
Sinclair Cleaning Rod Cases and Brackets.

#749-011-508ST Sinclair Cleaning Rod Wall Mount Bracket $21.99

Sinclair Cleaning Rod Pliers
Our Cleaning Rod Pliers are designed for tighten-
ing jags, brushes, adapters, etc., to your 
cleaning rod. They have two differen-
tsized notches in the jaws, so they'll 
work on 17 caliber thru the larger 35 
caliber and up rods. These pliers are 
made of a special soft alloy that won't mar the rod ferrule or acces-
sory like normal steel pliers will do. To protect your rod, they are 
designed to break if excess pressure is applied. Like all our products, 
they're guaranteed for life, so if that ever happens, just return for 
a replacement. Soft vinyl handles give you a secure grip. We 
prefer using two pliers - one to hold the implement and one 
for the cleaning rod.

#749-011-506ST Sinclair Cleaning Rod Pliers - 1 pair $8.95
#749-011-507ST Sinclair Cleaning Rod Pliers - 2 pair 16.95

TK Products M1 Buddy
The M1 Buddy solves many of the problems associated 
with cleaning M1 and M14/M1A rifles. It keeps the bolt 
securely locked back for cleaning to prevent it from 
slamming shut unexpectedly on fingers or equip-
ment. Made of molded, solvent-resistant 
polymer, the Buddy also helps keep 
solvent and debris from falling into 
the action during cleaning. There 
is even enough built-in clearance to 
use the GI ratcheting chamber brush 
with the M1 Buddy in place. Once 
you try it you won't want to clean 
your Garand or M1A/M14 without 
one!

#100-007-592ST TK Products M1 Buddy $13.95

Sinclair Cleaning Rod Cases
Our Sinclair Rod Cases are available for 
Dewey, Bore Tech, and Pro Shot Rods. 
Great for safe storage and transport. 
Cases are powder coated aluminum 
tubing with Delrin™ locking collars and 
nylon thumbscrews. You can put two 
rods together using our bracket set to 
make a double rod holder. Buy two rod 
cases and brackets in a set and save.
Rod cases are 48" long to accommodate 
44" rods with a jag or brush installed, 
but can be shortened easily using a 
hacksaw or tubing cutter. 

#749-002-939ST Dewey Cleaning Rod Case - Single $24.99
#749-006-102ST Dewey Rod Case Set 59.99
#749-002-914ST Pro-Shot Cleaning Rod Case - Single 24.99
#749-010-517ST Pro-Shot Rod Case Set 59.99
#749-008-525ST Bore Tech Cleaning Rod Case - Single 24.99
#749-009-104ST Bore Tech Rod Case Set 59.99
#749-002-693ST Bracket Set to make Double Rod Case 17.95
Some of our customers prefer 
our original friction style split 
rod cases to the thumbscrew 
style, so we’ve decided to 
bring them back. These split 
rod cases will fit the same 
bracket set as the thumbscrew model listed above and are also available in a kit with two rod 
cases and bracket set. Dewey Rods Only. 

#749-002-926ST Sinclair Single Split Rod Case $24.99
#749-002-693ST Bracket Set to make Double Rod Case $17.95
#749-006-080ST Kit of 2 with Bracket Set 59.99

SAVE OVER 10%

Rapid-Rod is a collapsible, pocket sized aluminum cleaning rod designed to be carried in 
the field to remove bore obstructions. The innovative design allows the entire rod and jag 
set to fold into a 41/2" cordura case (included) which weighs just 2 oz. The rod can be used 
to clean 22 cal. and up rifle barrels and 20 to 10 gauge shotgun bores. A twist of the handle 
snaps the rod straight and a stainless steel cable holds it rigid.
#749-003-055ST Rapid-Rod Cleaning Rod $19.95

Rapid-Rod Cleaning Rod

SAVE OVER 10%

SAVE OVER 10%

SAVE OVER 10%

Sinclair Cleaning Rod Stops
Great for short stroke cleaning applications when using J-B 
Bore Cleaner and other paste type cleaners. The stops pre-
vent patches from coming out at the muzzle. Many shooters 
use them when treating a barrel with a bore conditioner. 
Three sizes available to fit Dewey and most other clean-
ing rods. Small stop fits 22/6.5mm caliber rods, large 
stop fits 27/30 caliber rods, and the X-Large stop fits 
35 caliber rods.

#749-000-267ST Sinclair Cleaning Rod Stop - Small $3.95
#749-000-266ST Sinclair Cleaning Rod Stop - Large 3.95
#749-000-230ST Sinclair Cleaning Rod Stop - X-Large 3.95

           SAVE when you purchase 
two rod cases and brackets in a set
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Otis MSR/AR 
Cleaning System
Otis’s MSR/AR Cleaning System is 
designed to be an all-in-one clean-
ing solution for your .223/5.56 
AR-15. Use it at the range or in 
the field without disassembly for 
quick touch-ups or at home for a 
thorough breech-to-muzzle clean-
ing. Kit features Otis’s B.O.N.E. (Bolt 
Operational Necessary Equipment) 
Tool® for servicing the bolt, 8" and 
30" Memory-Flex® cleaning cables, two 
Mongoose® brush/swab combos, a chamber 
brush, .22 cal slotted tip, and a 1/2 oz. tube 
of O85 Ultra Bore® solvent. All packaged in a 
durable nylon carry case you can attach to your 
belt, the kit also has an assortment of brushes, 
scrapers, cleaning patches, and picks – virtually 
everything you need keep your AR clean.

#668-000-109ST MSR/AR Cleaning System $56.99

Montana 
X-Treme 
Professional 
Grade Cleaning 
Kits
Compact cleaning kit with a 
sectional cleaning rod sets 
you up with everything 
needed to clean your 
rifle any time, anywhere. 
Conveniently packaged in 
a durable plastic case with 
divided storage compart-
ments and a carry handle, the kit 
includes: a four-piece, 8-32 female 
threaded, 36" steel rod, plus a pair of double-
ended pick/scraper tools, separate brass- and nylon- bristle utility brushes, 
two pipettes, and 2 oz. bottles of powerful Montana X-Treme Bore Solvent and Gun Oil. The 
.22 caliber kit includes a .22 cal brush and jag, with 80 cotton patches. The .30 to .50 caliber 
kit includes a .30 cal brush and jag, with 50 cotton patches.

#749-013-506ST Montana X-Treme Cleaning Kit - 22 to 264 Cal. $69.99
#749-013-507ST Montana X-TremeCleaning Kit - 30 to 50 Cal. 69.99

Sinclair 
100% Cotton 
Cleaning 
Patches
100% cotton flannel, napped on both sides 
for maximum solvent absorbency. Sized to fit 
properly with Sinclair or Dewey jags. Patches 
are packed in resealable bags.

ITEM # CALIBER COUNT SIZE
#749-000-818ST 17 through 22 Cal. Rimfire 500 ¾" Square $7.95
#749-000-816ST 20-22 Rimfire 500 1" Square 6.95
#749-001-421ST 20-22 Rimfire 1,000 1" Square 10.75
#749-000-819ST 22 Cal. Centerfire 500 11/8" Square 6.95
#749-001-887ST 22 Cal. Centerfire 1,000 11/8" Square 11.95
#749-000-817ST 22-6mm 500 1¼" Square 7.95
#749-002-110ST 22-6mm 1,000 1¼" Square 12.95
#749-001-057ST 22-6mm 500 1¼" Round 7.95
#749-002-202ST 22-6mm 1,000 1¼" Round 13.95
#749-001-058ST Oversize 22 Cal. to 6mm 500 13/8" Square 7.95
#749-002-496ST Oversize 22 Cal. to 6mm 1,000 13/8" Square 14.95
#749-001-189ST 6mm-6.5mm 500 1½" Round 8.95
#749-001-191ST 6mm through 30 Cal. 500 1¾" Square 8.95
#749-002-498ST 6mm through 30 Cal. 1,000 1¾" Square 14.99
#749-002-204ST 30 through 38 Cal. 500 2" Round 13.95
#749-003-118ST 30 through 38 Cal. 1,000 2" Round 20.95
#749-001-405ST 30-35 500 2" Square 9.95
#749-001-061ST 38 through 45 Cal. 250 2¼" Square 7.95
#749-001-886ST Shotgun & 50 Cal. 250 3" Square 11.95
#749-003-069ST Shotgun & 50 Cal. 500 3" Square 19.95

This unique product seals the chamber and bore to 
preventsolvents and oils from running back into the 
action when the rifle is left in an upright position. 
For heavily fouled barrels, we use these plugs to seal 
the chamber and then fill the barrel with our favorite 
solvent. Then we let the barrel sit for a while. If left 
overnight, you should seal the muzzle end with tape to 
prevent evaporation. Make sure you fill the barrel all 
the way to the muzzle end. If storing guns for a long 
time, these plugs can keep rust preventative agents 
and oils from seeping down into the action and trig-
ger group area. Oil and debris washed in with excess 
solvent harms more triggers than just about any thing 
. Replacement O-rings come in packs of 5.

CARTRIDGE

CHAMBER PLUG 
ITEM # 
$10.95

Replacement O-Rings - 
5 pack (Rings only) 

$2.95
17 Remington #749-001-540ST #749-000-182ST
221 FB & 17 Mach 4 #749-001-490ST #749-000-182ST
222 Remington #749-001-570ST #749-000-182ST
223 Remington #749-001-593ST #749-000-182ST
222 Mag & 6 x 47, 204 #749-001-543ST #749-000-182ST
22 & 6mm PPC #749-001-580ST #749-000-182ST
22, 6mm & 7mm B/R #749-001-541ST #749-000-183ST
220 Swift #749-001-544ST #749-000-183ST
22-250 & 250 Sav. #749-001-587ST #749-000-183ST
243, 7-08 & 308 #749-001-599ST #749-000-183ST
6 Rem, 257R & 7x57 #749-001-561ST #749-000-183ST
25-06, 270, & 30-06 #749-001-594ST #749-000-183ST
284 Win Family #749-001-573ST #749-000-183ST
300 Savage #749-001-492ST #749-000-183ST
35 Remington #749-001-491ST #749-000-183ST
Belted Magnums #749-001-602ST #749-000-183ST
WSM Family #749-001-583ST #749-000-183ST

Plugs are not designed 
for use in rifles such 
as the AR-15 where solvents 
will escape through the gas 
hole

Sinclair Chamber Plugs

Otis 3-Gun 
Competition 
Cleaning System
Otis set up this cleaning kit spe-
cifically for 3-gun competitors, 
so they'd have one ultracompact 
kit to clean a .223/5.56mm rifle, 
9mm/40/45 pistols, and a 12 gauge 
shotgun. Everything you need to keep 
these popular 3-gun firearms running 
smoothly is included in this surprising-
ly well-equipped kit. Ranging from Otis's 
famous O85® Ultra Bore Solvent® and caliber-
specific slotted tips to cotton patches and an 
assortment of brushes, picks, and scrapers 
– it's all here. At home or between courses 
during the competition, this kit is ready to 
go. Fits in any gear bag – or even on your belt.

3-Gun Competition Cleaning System
#668-000-110ST $61.99
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This protective stock boot is a 
product we use every time we 
clean. The stock boot is of a two 
layer construction with a cloth 
exterior to absorb any spilled or 
dripped solvents and a vinyl inte-
rior to prevent any solvents from 
penetrating the cloth and getting 
through to the stock. Small size is 
for new straight benchrest stocks 
such as Scoville, TM, and Kelbly 
Club. 
#749-002-617ST Gammon Stock Boot - Navy Blue $19.95
#749-002-615ST Gammon Stock Boot - Dark Green 19.95
#749-002-600ST Small Size Stock Boot - Navy Blue 19.95

Edgewood Stock 
Protector
The Edgewood Stock Protector is a pro-
tective leather cover for your rifle stock 
which lays over the butt stock to keep 
solvents and oils off the stock while you 
are cleaning the rifle. Two 1/4" steel rods 
are sewn into the side edges of the stock 
protector to keep it in place on the stock. 
Made of a single piece of quality leather. 
Approximately 91/2" wide and 12" long.
#749-004-939ST Edgewood Stock Protector $34.95

Dewey Brass Muzzle Guides
These brass guides protect the crowns of firearms 
that have to be cleaned from the muzzle. Place 
the guide on your cleaning rod, start your patch 
or brush into the barrel, and then slide the guide 
down into the muzzle. The guide has an O-ring to 
keep the brass guide cap off of the crown. There is plenty of 
clearance on the inside diameter of the guide to use any type 
of cleaning rod (Dewey, Parker Hale, Pro-Shot, etc.). Great 
for lever actions.

#749-000-909ST 30 Caliber Muzzle Guide $7.50
#749-000-900ST 35 Caliber/9mm Muzzle Guide 7.50
#749-000-892ST 40 Caliber Muzzle Guide 7.50
#749-000-896ST 44 Caliber Muzzle Guide 7.50
#749-000-902ST 45 CaliberMuzzle Guide 7.50

Bore Tech Patch Hog
This is Bore Tech's original patch and solvent collection system that 

removes all the fuss and muss of cleaning far behind. The Patch Hog 
was invented to eliminate the mess and neutralize odors associated 

with cleaning firearms. With the Patch Hog you'll never touch a 
dirty patch again. Plus, say good bye to smelly trash cans. The 

Patch Hog simply slips over the muzzle of any firearm and 
fastens securely with a scratchresistant rubber washer. The 

star washer grips up to 2" dia. barrels, and fits over iron 
sights. Next, screw on a plastic soda or water bottle to the 

threaded end to catch your spent patches. Just unscrew 
the bottle from the Patch Hog and screw on the old lid 

when you're done and throw it away—that's it.

Bore Tech Patch Hog
#749-101-571ST $24.99

MTM Gun Cleaning Patch 
Catcher
Flip-top box attaches easily to rifle muzzle 
and captures spent cleaning 
patches, debris, and con-
taminated bore-cleaner. 
Keeps the floor and your 
workbench clean and 
splatter-free. Fits firearms 
from .22 rimfire rifle up 
to most double barrel shot-
guns. Adjustable rubber strap 
secures the catcher to the muz-
zle. Constructed from impact- 
and chemical-resistant see-through polypropylene. Opens wide with smooth rounded edges 
for easy clean out. 10" long x 2½" wide x 3½" high.

#100-010-864ST MTM Gun Cleaning Patch Catcher $10.99
#100-010-864ST MTM Gun Cleaning Patch Catcher 10.99

MuzzleMate™
This cleaning patch and solvent 
spray collecting container fits 
virtually all rifles, shotguns, pis-
tols, and even muzzleloaders. 
Every shooter cleans his firearms 
and has to deal with the odors and 
mess of using solvents, brushes, 
and patches. The MuzzleMate clamps 
onto the barrel using the self-centering barrel clamp. As the jag or brush exit the muzzle 
the MuzzleMate container captures dirty patches, solvent spray from the brush, and solvent 
residue. When you are finished cleaning simply empty the MuzzleMate into the trash. The 
solvent odors and mess are contained to protect you and your floors and walls. You would 
be amazed at how dirty contaminated solvent is sprayed everywhere when the brush exits 
the muzzle. This dirty spray can get all over your sights and scope lenses.

#749-002-492ST MuzzleMate Clamp-On Splatter Shield $14.95

Splatter Box™
The Splatter Box collects 
waste chemicals, patches 
and the spray created 
when brushes exit the 
muzzle. Protects floors, bench tops, 
and your immediate environment. The Splatter 
Box works on almost all rifles and shotguns including 
doubles. Attach the box to the muzzle with the cinch 
strap and you are ready to clean. A lid on the box allows 
you to dump your waste products when you are finished.

#749-002-200ST The Splatter Box $13.95

Sinclair Stock Boots

Muzzle Guides
These muzzle guides fit on most models of the listed rifles. 
All of these muzzle guides feature Oilite Bushings to mini-
mize wear to your cleaning rod.

#749-001-369ST M-14 and M1A $9.95
#749-001-289ST M-16 and AR-15 9.95
#749-001-590ST M1 Garand 10.95
#749-002-173ST Mini-14 13.95
#749-001-847ST Ruger 10/22’s for .915-.925 Dia. 11.95
#749-001-574ST 10/22 for Factory Barrel w/Sight 10.95
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Sinclair Centerfire Cleaning Rod 
Guides (Bolt Actions)
Our Centerfire Cleaning Rod Guides are designed to insert into your action in 
place of your bolt or bolt carrier. They feature a snout with a silicone O-ring that inserts into your 
chamber, sealing the barrel off from the receiver. The O-ring prevents solvents from leaking back 
into the action area and gumming up the trigger assembly. We currently stock O-ring rod guides 
for over 1,000 different action/cartridge combinations. Each rod guide is machined to fit specific 
actions and cartridge families from .17 up to .338 caliber. Unfortunately some rifle chamberings 
do not lend themselves to an O-ring style rod guide, for these cartridges we recommend one of 
our Adjustable Cone Style Rod Guides (see page 139).
In an effort to better serve the cleaning needs of our customers, we have upgraded our Sinclair 
O-ring rod guides to include integral solvent ports. This upgrade is now included with every cen-
terfire bolt action rod guide and nearly all AR-style rod guides. If you prefer a rod guide without 
an integral solvent port, please contact us via e-mail or phone and we will happily provide you 
with a rod guide to your liking. These rod guides without solvent ports will be treated as custom, 
so please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of rod guides without solvent ports. There is no additional charge for rod guides without integral solvent ports.
If we do not inventory a rod guide for your specific action/cartridge combination, we can probably make it. These non inventoried rod guides are considered 
custom rod guides and are a few dollars extra, please allow 4-6 weeks for custom rod guides.

Sinclair Centerfire Cleaning Rod Guides $18.95

When ordering rod guides, you must give us the action manufacturer, action model, and cartridge. If ordering for an action other than Remington, 
Winchester, Ruger, Savage, Browning, or Mauser, please have the bolt diameter available to .001".

Sinclair Specialty 
Rod Guides
We make specialty rod guides for 
the AR family of rifles (AR-15, 
AR-10/SR25, and HK-91) and the 
Ruger 77/22 Hornet. The AR fam-
ily rod guides are the O-ring style, 
while the Ruger 77/22 Hornet is one 
of our rimfire type rod guides. Our 
Sinclair Solvent Port is a great accessory to these guides. Includes new intergral solvent port.

#749-002-979ST AR-15 Family Rod Guide 223 Rem. $19.95
#749-002-901ST 22-6.5mm WSSM 19.95
#749-003-061ST Grendel, 6mm AR, PPC 19.95
#749-003-068ST AR-15 Rod Guide 6.8 SPC 19.95
#749-002-792ST 7mm-30 cal. WSM 19.95
#749-011-462ST 7.62x39 19.95
#749-002-900ST 458 SOCOM 19.95
#749-003-054ST 50 Beowolf 19.95
#749-002-898ST AR10/SR25 .243, 6.5 Creedmoor, 260 Rem 23.95
#749-003-621ST AR-10’s & SR-25 Rod Guide 308 Win. 23.95
#749-011-344ST Rock River 308 Win 23.95
#749-003-278ST 7mm-30 cal. WSM 23.95
#749-002-899ST 338 Federal 23.95
#749-003-604ST HK91’s Rod Guide 30.95
#749-002-594ST Ruger 77/22 Hornet 16.95

50 Caliber Rod Guides
#749-004-487ST Sinclair 50 BMG Rod Guide (McBros. Actions) $31.95
#749-011-466ST Sinclair AR-50 BMG Rod Guide (Armalite AR-50) 49.99

Rimfire Rod Guides
We have a large assort-
ment of rod guides that 
we make for popular 
target/varmint rimfire 
rifles and are con-
stantly adding more 
models to our selec-
tion. Rimfire guides 
can’t have an O-ring 
due to the dimensions 
we are working with. 
Making rod guides to 
allow you to clean from 
the breech on rimfires 
is a little more complex due to the ejectors and trigger parts that are in the way. All of our 
rimfire rod guides will accept our Sinclair Solvent Ports, except for the Anschutz Model 54 
guide. Does not include integral solvent port.

Each $16.95
ITEM # DESCRIPTION

#749-002-591ST Anschutz 54 17HMR/HM2*
#749-002-592ST Anschutz 64 17HMR/HM2
#749-002-609ST Cooper 57 17HMR/HM2
#749-002-610ST CZ 452 17 HMR/HM2
#749-002-626ST Marlin 17HMR/HM2
#749-002-624ST Ruger 77/22 17HMR/HM2
#749-002-595ST Savage 17HMR/HM2
#749-002-621ST Anschutz Mod. 54 - 22LR*
#749-002-613ST Anschutz Mod. 64 - 22LR
#749-002-597ST Anschutz Mod. 451-22LR
#749-002-587ST Browning A-Bolt
#749-002-608ST Cooper Model 57 - 22LR
#749-002-614ST CZ 452 Brno
#749-002-569ST Hall Actions
#749-002-598ST H&R Model 12 (sold by CMP)
#749-002-616ST Kimber 82 (Pre-2000), 541 & Marlin 883
#749-002-590ST Remington 37
#749-002-622ST Remington 40X, Cooper 36
#749-002-604ST Sako Finnfire
#749-002-593ST Savage .22 Long Rifle
#749-002-574ST Stolle - Swindlehurst
#749-002-570ST Turbo Actions
#749-002-581ST Ultra Light 20
#749-002-623ST Winchester 52 (all models except B), Ruger 77/22, Suhl 150
#749-002-584ST Winchester 52B Only
#749-002-619ST Remington 504

*Does not accept solvent port

Sinclair Centerfire Rod 
Guides for Single Shot Rifles
These rod guides fit most falling blocks such as Ruger #1’s, 
Browning 78’s, High Walls, Low Walls, etc. The rod guides 
have a snout that inserts directly into the chamber and con-
trols the cleaning rod. These rod guides are cartridge family 
specific and will accept Sinclair Solvent Ports. Please specify 
cartridge when ordering. Rimless cartridges only.
#749-011-667ST Sinclair Single Shot Guide 17 Rem/204 Ruger $18.95
#749-002-862ST Sinclair Single Shot Guide 222/223 Family 18.95
#749-002-902ST Sinclair Single Shot Guide 22-250, 243 Win, 260 Rem 18.95
#749-002-863ST Sinclair Single Shot Guide 308 Win Family 18.95
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Sinclair Adjustable Rod Guides

The Sinclair Adjustable Coned-Style Rod Guides are ideal for the shooter with multiple 
rifles. Three different rod guides cover calibers from .17 caliber thru .416 caliber and 
work in most rifle actions. Each Sinclair Adjustable Rod Guide features an anodized alu-
minum tube with machined Delrin™ fittings. The coned chamber fitting aligns and seats 
in the chamber opening to make sure your cleaning rod is centered with the bore and that 
solvents don't leak back into the action. The solvent port fitting has a generous opening 
with a tapered approach to make solvent application to your brush or patch an easy task. 
The adjustable bolt collar has a threaded brass locking pin that allows you to lock the rod 
guide solidly in place in almost any length action. A standard bolt collar is included with 
each Sinclair Adjustable Rod Guide that will fit standard diameter actions (Remingtons, 
Winchesters, Rugers, Browning , Savage, Mauser). For all other actions please measure the 
bolt diameter to .001" and specify when ordering.
The two Sinclair Adjustable Rod Guides that cover 17 thru 25 caliber and 6.5mm thru 30 
caliber include the rod guide, solvent port, and coned chamber fitting. The Multi-Purpose 
Sinclair Adjustable Rod Guide includes the rod guide, solvent port, and three coned cham-
ber fittings that will allow you to clean 17 caliber thru 416 caliber. We recommend buying 
the smaller size rod guides if you don't need the larger caliber capacity. The smaller size 
guides provide better control of the cleaning rod as the inside diameter of the main tube is 
a closer fit with the diameter of the rod.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
Sinclair Adjustable Rod Guides For Centerfire Bolt Action Rifles
#749-004-372ST Model 9100 (17 Thru 25 Caliber) $31.99
#749-004-373ST Model 9200 (6.5mm Thru 30 Caliber) 31.99
Sinclair Multi-Purpose Adjustable Rod Guide For Centerfire (Includes 3 Coned Chamber 
Fittings)
#749-004-952ST Model 9300 (17 Thru 416 Caliber) 34.95

See O-ring Snouts (Above Right)

Sinclair Adjustable Rod Guide Collars
We offer additional collars for our Adjustable Rod Guides for most rifle actions other than 
Remington, Savage, Winchester and Mauser. We recommend speaking with our technical 
staff when ordering these additional collars, please refer to the list below and have a bolt 
measurement ready (to .001") when calling.

Adjustable Rod Guide Collars $31.99

ITEM #
GUIDE STYLE  
& DIAAMETER

FITS ACTION(S) - PLEASE MEASURE BOLT 
TO GUARANTEE FIT.

#749-000-947ST #1 Guide .555" Sako  A1, Cooper, Kimber
#749-000-948ST #1 Guide .590" Sako (A2, L579), CZ527, Kimber
#749-000-952ST #2 Guide .590" Sako (A2, L579), CZ27, Kimber
#749-000-990ST #1 Guide .630" Sako 75
#749-000-991ST #2 Guide .630" Sako 75
#749-000-949ST #1 Guide .675" Sako (A3, A4, L61), Tikka, Vanguard, Kimber 

8400
#749-000-953ST #2 Guide .675" Sako (A3, A4, L61), Tikka, Vanguard, Kimber 

8400
#749-000-951ST #1 Guide .838" Weatherby Mk V
#749-000-954ST #2 Guide .838" Weatherby Mk V

Sinclair O-Ring Snouts for Adjustable  
Rod Guides

These O-ring snouts are an upgrade to our Adjustable Rod Guides (shown at left) to give you 
an even better seal in the chamber. These snouts are of the same design as the snouts on our 
solid Delrin™ onepiece rod guides. Currently available in select cartridge family sizes (both 
short and long action) for our 17 thru 25 caliber and 6.5mm thru 30 caliber All-Purpose 
Rod Guides. See chart below or ask a sales representative for assistance when ordering. 
Snouts also fit the older Stoney Point small and medium rod guides.

ITEM # CALIBER
O-Ring Snouts for 17-25 Caliber
#749-001-046ST .17 - .20 Caliber (223 Family) $7.95
#749-001-049ST .222, 223 Remington 7.95
#749-001-043ST .22 and 6mm PPC 7.95
#749-001-050ST .22-250, .243 thru 25-06 7.95
O-Ring Snouts for 6.5mm - 30 Caliber
#749-001-051ST 6.5mm - .30 Caliber (.308 Case Head) 7.95
#749-001-047ST 6.5 - .30 Caliber (Magnum Case Head) 7.95
#749-008-902ST 6.5-284 Snout for #2 A/P Rod Guide 7.95
O-Ring Snouts for 30 Caliber
#749-008-840ST 338 Caliber (338 Lapua Family) 7.95

Sinclair Two-Piece Bore Guide
Our two-piece bore guide system helps the 
shooter get the best possible alignment 
of the cleaning rod to the bore by 
using a guide within a guide. The 
guide body goes into the action 
and seals the chamber with 
an O-ring, like a tradition-
al bore guide. A separate 
guide slides into the rear 
of the guide body to pro-
vide a slip fit for the cleaning 
rod. The tight-fitting, 8" insert 
prevents the rod from flexing and 
keeps it centered, so it will not contact the 
rifling while you clean.
Choose the guide body to fit the cartridge your rifle is chambered for, then select the insert 
with the inside diameter that fits your rod. For example, to clean a Remington 700 in .22-
250, choose the Standard guide body (fits .308, .243, .30-06, .22-250, etc.) and add the .22 
caliber insert to fit your .22 caliber rod. A 700 in .223 would need the small guide body 
(.222, .223, etc.) to fit the smaller chamber, but uses the same .22 insert to fit the rod. Both 
guide body and insert are machined from Delrin with rubber O-ring seals to prevent solvent 
from getting into the action. Bore guide bodies are made to fit the Remington 700 and other 
rifles with .700" diameter bolts.

ITEM # CALIBER
Guide Bodies

#749-013-414ST Small (.223, .222, .17 Rem, etc.) $14.99
#749-013-415ST PPC (6mm PPC, etc.) 14.99
#749-013-416ST Standard (.308, .270, .30-06, etc.) 14.99
#749-013-417ST Magnum (Belted Magnums) 14.99

Rod Inserts
#749-013-418ST .17 Cal 14.99
#749-013-419ST .20 Cal 14.99
#749-013-420ST .22 Cal 14.99
#749-013-421ST 6mm .243/.25 Cal 14.99
#749-013-422ST .270/.30-30 Cal 14.99
#749-013-423ST .35 Cal 14.99

Insert

Guide body
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Cleaning Rod Guides

A Sinclair solvent port permits the user to apply solvent to a brush, patch, or mop without 
getting it all over the rifle or their work area. Our solvent ports plug into the end of your 
“old style” Sinclair cleaning rod guides and seal with a silicone O-ring. Each solvent port has 
an opening where you can apply solvent directly onto the cleaning implement being used. 
One size port for .17 caliber thru 6.5 mm rod guides, a second size for .270 caliber up to .30 
caliber and a third size for 8mm and 338 caliber. These solvent ports will fit all Sinclair Rod 
Guides except for RG4A54 and RG4A5417 rimfire guides.

#749-000-820ST .17 Caliber to 6.5mm $6.95
#749-000-812ST .270 Caliber to .30 Caliber 6.95
#749-000-767ST 8mm - .338 Caliber 6.95

For use with Sinclair O-Ring Style Rod Guides that do not include an integral 
solvent port. Also works with Sinclair Rimfire, T/C, and Single-Shot Rod Guides.

O-Ring Replacement Kits
The O-rings on Sinclair bore guides, snouts for Sinclair All-Purpose Rod 
Guides, Solvent Ports and Chamber Plugs should be replaced occasion-
ally because solvents and use eventually wear them out. We use three 
sizes of O-rings only, so having some spares on hand is not expensive. 
We sell them two ways: in 10 packs with a handy little tool that makes it 
super easy to install a new ring, or in 5 packs of just the rings (once you have 
the tool). 17 caliber and 222/223 family components use the same size rings 
but require a different installation tool, so they are sold in two separate kits. 
The two larger size O-rings can be installed fairly easily without the tool, 
though it makes installation so much easier that we think it's well worth the small extra investment. 
See the listing for Chamber Plugs on page 145 for the replacement chamber plug O-rings.

ITEM #      FITS
Replacement O-Ring Kit - 10 pack w/Tool

#749-000-644ST .17 caliber $5.95
#749-000-652ST .222, .223 Family 5.95
#749-000-653ST .22-.250, .243 5.95
#749-000-654ST .270, .308, .30-06 5.95

Replacement O-Rings - 5 pack (Rings only)
#749-000-178ST .17/.222/ .223 Family 2.95
#749-000-182ST 17 Remington 2.95
#749-000-183ST Magnums/Solvent Ports 2.95

#749-001-606ST Service Rifle Receiver Port $10.95

This cleaning aid is designed for service rifles chambered in 243 Win, 308 Win, and 30-06 
(M1, M1A, and M14). This receiver port inserts into your action and plugs the chamber just 
like a rod guide. Solvents are prevented from running down into the trigger group and into 
the bedding. It can also be used as an access port to apply more solvent prior to pulling your 
brush back through the bore. This receiver port also keeps the bolt in the open position and 
prevents you from ramming your brush or jag into the bolt face.

Sinclair Service Rifle 
Receiver Port

Sinclair Solvent Port T/C Contender and Encore Rod Guides

T/C Contender and Encore Rod Guides $8.95

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
#749-001-146ST 17 Rem
#749-001-160ST 22 Hornet
#749-001-135ST 22 and 6mm PPC, 220 Swift
#749-001-177ST 222, 223 Family
#749-001-148ST 22-250, 243 Win
#749-001-133ST 6/284, 6.5/284
#749-001-138ST 7 TCU
#749-001-150ST 270, 30-06, 308 Family
#749-001-149ST 30-30, 7-30 Wtrs
#749-001-136ST 300 Whisper
#749-001-129ST 300 Win Mag.
#749-001-140ST 35 Rem

This Sinclair rod guide is the only 
one of its kind for Contenders and 
Encore handguns/rifles. This rod 
guide protects the cleaning rod and 
throat of your barrel. Easy to use, 
this rod guide is inserted into the 
chamber and then turned to lock 
into place behind the extractor. 
Available for most T/C barrels that 
are chambered for bottleneck car-
tridges. Accepts our Sinclair Solvent 
Port. Not for Icon™ rifles.

Sinclair SCAR 16 Rod Guide

#749-011-342ST Sinclair FN SCAR 16 Rod Guide $29.99

We custom-designed this O-ring-style rod guide specifically for the SCAR 16S, the semi-
auto 5.56x45-chambered civilian version of the FN's Special Operations Forces Combat 
Assault Rifle. It uses a fixed rectangular Delrin bolt collar designed to fit inside the SCAR 
action, with an aluminum tube and a machined Delrin solvent port. A must-have item 
for cleaning your SCAR quickly, thoroughly, and without risk of damaging the breech or 
chamber.
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Cleaning Brushes & Mops

Bore Tech Proof-Positive Nylon Brushes
Bore Tech understands the need for premium quality 
nylon brushes, which is why they have constructed 
these ”double wound” Proof-Positive Nylon Brushes 
that feature superior construction and materials. These 
brushes have twice as many bristles as competing 
brands to double the scrubbing action and shorten the 
cleaning process.
Features oversized bristles for added strength, and non-brass cores and couplers that pre-
vent the appearance of copper fouling remaining in your bores. The .17 and .20 caliber rifle 
brushes are 1" shorter in length to reduce the force needed to push the brush through and 
prevent barrel damage. For best results use Proof-Positive Nylon Brushes with fast acting 
copper cleaners like Bore Tech’s Eliminator and CU+2 Copper Remover. 3 brushes per pack.

ITEM # CALIBER
#749-101-649ST 17 $6.95
#749-101-659ST 20 5.99
#749-101-658ST 22 4.99
#749-101-660ST 6.5mm 4.99
#749-101-650ST 6mm 4.99
#749-101-651ST 7mm 4.99

Dewey Copper Eliminator Bore Brushes
These brushes feature stiff nylon bristles 
wrapped in an aluminum core and male-
threaded coupling. The absence of brass 
in their construction eliminates the false 
positive indications of copper fouling that 
can occur when using ammonia-based sol-
vents with brass core brushes plus, the 
nylon bristles are gentle on the rifling. .17 and .20 caliber brushes have 5-40 threads and 
can be used to get some of the benefits of the Copper Eliminator system with your existing 
small-caliber rod. The .22 caliber and larger brushes have 8-32 threads for use with Copper 
Eliminator rods. Sold in 3 and 12 packs.
#749-013-159ST .17 Cal. Pistol/Rifle Brush 5-40 Male - 3 Pack $5.95
#749-013-039ST .17 Cal. Pistol/Rifle Brush 5-40 Male - 12 Pack 22.95
#749-013-160ST .20 Cal. Pistol/Rifle Brush 5-40 Male - 3 Pack 5.95
#749-013-040ST .20 Cal. Pistol/Rifle Brush 5-40 Male - 12 Pack 22.95
#749-013-161ST .22 Cal. Rifle Brush 8-32 Male - 3 Pack 4.95
#749-013-041ST .22 Cal. Rifle Brush 8-32 Male - 12 Pack 18.95
#749-013-162ST .24 Cal.-6mm Rifle Brush 8-32 Male - 3 Pack 4.95
#749-013-042ST .24 Cal.-6mm Rifle Brush 8-32 Male - 12 Pack 18.95
#749-013-163ST .25/.284 Cal. Rifle Brush 8-32 Male - 3 Pack 4.95
#749-013-043ST .25/.284 Cal. Rifle Brush 8-32 Male - 12 Pack 18.95
#749-013-164ST .30/.308 Cal. Rifle Brush 8-32 Male - 3 Pack 4.95
#749-013-044ST .30/.308 Cal. Rifle Brush 8-32 Male - 12 Pack 18.95

MTM Jag and Brush Box
This jag and brush box from MTM will keep your jags, brush-
es, bore mops and adapters organized and conveniently avail-
able. Rummaging around in a big shooting box to find a brush is no fun 
at all. This divided box is made of solvent impervious polypropylene 
in clear. Many shooters have one box for each rifle or caliber.
#749-000-268ST MTM Jag and Brush Box $3.95

Bore Mops
Our bore mops are 100% cotton with solid 
brass twist cores. These mops can be used to 
apply solvents or rust preventative agents to 
the bore. They can also be used to remove excess 
solvents in lieu of using several patches. We clean 
our mops and reuse them several times. The larger 
sizes are great for cleaning chambers.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION EACH

6 OR 
MORE 
EACH

#749-000-165ST 17 Cal(5-40 Threads) $2.49 $1.99
#749-000-166ST 20 Cal (5-40 Threads) 1.99 1.99
#749-000-167ST 22 Thru 27 Cal (8-32 Threads) 2.99 1.99
#749-000-168ST 30 Thru 38 Cal (8-32 Threads) 2.99 1.99
#749-000-169ST Chamber Swab For All Rifle Chambers 2.99 1.99

M1/M1A Chamber Brushes
These chamber cleaning brushes are designed to remove the burnt 
powder fouling which forms in the chamber of M1A, M14 rifles and M1 
Garand rifles. Easy to use, apply solvent to the brush, push the brush into 
the chamber, close the bolt on the back of the brush, and rotate the brush 
with a punch or screwdriver in the ratchet holes of the brush. Pull back 
while ratcheting the brush to remove it.
#749-000-782ST M1A Chamber Brush $6.95
#749-000-770ST M1 Garand Chamber Brush 6.95

ITEM # CALIBER
#749-101-652ST 30 $4.99
#749-101-653ST 338 4.99
#749-101-654ST 375 6.99
#749-101-655ST 41Cal/416 4.99
#749-101-656ST 44 Cal/45 4.99
#749-101-657ST 50 4.99

Sinclair Rifle and Pistol Brushes
Sinclair bronze and nylon bore brushes are manufactured signifi-
cantly larger than bore diameter to fit your barrel properly and have a 
closed loop on the end. Many other brushes are undersized and don’t 
do an adequate job of scrubbing the barrel. Dozen quantity brushes 
are in zip close bags.
Our nylon bore brushes have extremely stiff, heavy bristles which 
provide excellent scrubbing action in your rifle’s bore. Ammonia 
and oil based cleaners will not “eat” or dissolve these bristles as they 

do bronze brushes. The nylon pistol brushes 
are about 1" shorter than the rifle brushes. 
Brushes except 17 cal. and 20 cal. are standard 
8-32 male thread.

Nylon Pistol Brushes

CALIBER
EACH 
$1.99

PER DOZEN 
$13.49

22 #749-000-102ST #749-008-583ST
38/357/9mm#749-000-098ST #749-008-584ST
10mm/40/41#749-000-099ST #749-008-585ST
44/45 #749-000-111ST #749-008-586ST

Bronze Rifle Brushes

CALIBER
EACH 
$2.49

PER DOZEN 
$17.49

17 #749-000-140ST #749-008-548ST
20 #749-000-142ST #749-008-549ST

CALIBER
EACH 
$1.99

PER DOZEN 
$13.49

22 #749-000-127ST #749-008-550ST
6mm #749-000-124ST #749-008-551ST
25 #749-000-114ST #749-008-552ST
6.5mm #749-000-118ST #749-008-553ST
270/7mm#749-000-119ST #749-008-554ST
30 #749-000-126ST #749-008-555ST
8mm #749-000-094ST #749-008-556ST
338 #749-000-110ST #749-008-557ST
35 #749-000-091ST #749-008-558ST
375 #749-000-095ST #749-008-559ST
416 #749-000-092ST #749-008-560ST
45 #749-000-100ST #749-008-561ST
50 #749-000-101ST #749-008-562ST
Bronze Pistol Brushes

CALIBER
EACH 
$2.49

PER DOZEN 
$17.49

17 #749-000-139ST #749-008-563ST

CALIBER
EACH 
$1.99

PER DOZEN 
$13.49

22 #749-000-108ST #749-008-564ST
38/357/9mm #749-000-115ST #749-008-565ST
10mm/40/41 #749-000-096ST #749-008-566ST
44/45 #749-000-097ST #749-008-567ST
50 #749-000-109ST #749-008-568ST

Nylon Rifle 
Brushes

CALIBER
EACH 
$2.49

PER DOZEN 
$17.49

17 #749-000-141ST #749-008-569ST
20 #749-000-138ST #749-008-570ST

CALIBER
EACH 
$1.99

PER DOZEN 
$13.49

22 #749-000-122ST #749-008-571ST
6mm #749-000-121ST #749-008-572ST
25 #749-000-112ST #749-008-573ST
6.5mm NA #749-008-574ST
270/7mm#749-000-116ST #749-008-575ST
30 #749-000-123ST #749-008-576ST
338 #749-000-113ST #749-008-577ST
35 #749-000-105ST #749-008-578ST
375 #749-000-106ST #749-008-579ST
416 #749-000-093ST #749-008-580ST
45 #749-000-107ST #749-008-581ST
50 #749-000-103ST #749-008-582ST

Shotgun Brushes
These brushes have bronze bristles, brass cores, and 5/16"-27 
standard shotgun threads. They thread directly into Dewey 
Shotgun Rods, or add the SBA adapter (#749-000-195) to use them on a 27 caliber and up 
female threaded Dewey Rod. 

ITEM # DESCRIPTION EACH 6 OR MORE EACH
#749-000-152ST .410 Cal. $2.49 $1.99
#749-000-151ST 28 Ga 1.99 1.99
#749-000-153ST 20 Ga 2.49 1.99
#749-000-148ST 16 Ga 1.99 1.99
#749-000-159ST 12 Ga 1.99 1.99
#749-000-150ST 10 Ga 2.49 1.99
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Cleaning Solvents & Lubricants

Gun Maintenance & Cleaning
A new shooter can easily become bewildered by the large selection of solvents. All of the 
solvents we carry will work to clean your rifle. Some work better than others for remov-
ing copper while others attack both copper and powder fouling equally well. I have seen 
Hall of Fame Benchrest shooters argue over the merits of one solvent vs. another, but all 
of these shooters continue to shoot well as long as they have a clean gun. Even shooters 
at our company use different solvents. I have changed solvents 4 times in the past 16 
years. We will be glad to give you our opinion on cleaning solvents, but inevitably it 
ends up being a choice of what you feel works best for you.

Sinclair Solvent Bottles
Our plastic solvent bottles are invaluable for the 
storage and application of your cleaning solvents. 
Each of our two bottles comes with an applicator flip-snout cap 
and a solid cap for storage.
The Sinclair Tall Solvent bottle is high-density polypropylene 
which we have fluorinated to resist even the strongest ammonia 
and oil based products. The bottle measures 5" tall x 15/8" in 
diameter and holds 4 ozs. of solvent.
Our Sinclair Short Solvent bottle is also high-density polypro-
pylene but it is not fluorinated. Many shooters prefer it for their cleaning boxes because of 
its lower 4" tall x 2" in diameter profile, this bottle also holds 4 oz. of solvent. 

#749-000-193ST Sinclair Tall Solvent Bottle $3.99
#749-001-056ST Sinclair Tall Solvent Bottle - 3 pack SAVE 7.99
#749-000-192ST Sinclair Short Solvent Bottle 3.99
#749-001-113ST Sinclair Short Solvent Bottle - 3 pack SAVE 8.99

SAVE WHEN YOU BUY IN 3 PACKS!

749-001-056 749-000-193

Flitz Bore Cleaner
Flitz Bore Cleaner safely removes copper, lead, and powder fouling, plus wad 
plastic, rust, and corrosive ammunition residue to maintain accuracy in your 
firearm. It's safe for factory gun bluing and won't discolor the finish on stain-
less steel or nickel-plated firearms. Environment-friendly; uses no ammonia 
and is non-abrasive and non-flammable.

#100-011-179ST Flitz Bore Cleaner – 7.6 oz. $12.79

KG Systems KG-12 Big Bore Cleaner
Originally developed to clean copper fouling from large-bore military weap-
ons, KG-12 removes the toughest copper fouling from your bore without 
damage. Cleaning time is reduced because KG-12 contains no ammonia that 
needs a separate neutralizer. 4 oz. squeeze bottle.

#749-012-837ST KG-12 Big Bore Cleaner - 4 oz. $11.99

Wipe-Out Aerosol Brushless  
Bore Cleaner
Brushless aerosol (foam) bore cleaning is an easy alternative to brush-
ing and patching with a cleaning rod. Wipe-Out foam will remove 
copper fouling, carbon fouling, powder fouling, corrosives and moly 
build-up without brushing the bore. This product does require some 
sitting time to work – 60 minutes to overnight. Will not harm modern 
stock finishes, but will remove older shellac, varnish or oil finishes. 
Odorless and contains no acids or ammonia, prevents rust after clean-
ing. Available in 5 oz. aersol can.

#749-001-604ST Wipe-Out Aerosol Brushless Bore Cleaner $10.95

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only.

Wipe-Out Liquid Accelerator
Accelerator is not a cleaner by itself, but is formulated to speed up the 
fouling removal reaction of Patch-Out Bore Cleaner. Thorough cleaning 
with Patch-Out and Accelerator can be accomplished in as little as 15 
minutes, with no brushing of the bore. Do not use Accelerator with any 
other cleaning products, but this product is completely safe when used 
with Wipe-Out or Patch-Out. Available in 8 oz. flip top bottle.

#749-001-053ST Wipe-Out Liquid Accelerator $7.95

Butch’s Bore Shine
Butch’s Bore Shine is a very good bore cleaning solvent. Formulated by 
a longtime competitive benchrest shooter to remove powder fouling 
easily, especially in the throat area. It removes copper fouling without 
being abrasive, and it can be used to soak a barrel for an extended 
period of time. Works very well. Follow up with Butch’s Gun Oil.

#539-000-002ST 3.75 oz. Butch's Bore Shine $8.49
#749-002-106ST Butch’s Bore Shine - 8 oz. 13.99
#749-003-121ST Butch’s Bore Shine - 16 oz. 22.99

Shooter's Choice
Shooters have used and trusted Shooters Choice for years. It is a good 
solvent for cleaning rifles and handguns. Aggressively attacks copper, 
lead, and powder fouling and can be used on brushes and patches. 
After use, we suggest following up with a good oil or rust preventative 
solution. Available in 2 oz., 4 oz., 16 oz., or 1 gallon containers.

#934-000-004ST 2 oz. Shooter's Choice $6.19
#934-007-004ST 4 oz. Shooter's Choice 7.89
#934-007-016ST 16 oz. Shooter's Choice 23.99
#934-000-002ST 1 Gallon Shooter's Choice 97.99

Montana X-Treme™ Bore Cleaner
Copper and powder fouling are removed completely and quickly with 
Montana X-Treme. Brushes should be neutralized after use as with any 
solvent containing ammonia. The folks from Montana X-Treme state 
that this solvent can be left in rifle barrels with absolute safety, and that 
soaking barrels with Montana X-Treme is fine. We suggest following 
any cleaning with a good non-Teflon bore oil.

#100-005-019ST 6 oz. Bore Solvent $8.99
#100-005-020ST 20 oz. Bore Solvent 21.99

Patch-Out Liquid Brushless Bore 
Cleaner
Patch-Out is a stronger, faster acting form of Wipe-Out bore cleaner. It is 
designed to be used with patches (not bronze brushes) and will reduce the 
sitting time required with the Wipe-Out foam cleaner, but Patch-Out liquid 
still requires some time for the fouling removal reactions to take place. Safe 
for all firearm steels, contains powerful anticorrosives to prevent rust, but 
no acids or ammonia. Harmful to shellac, linseed oil, tung oil or lacquer 
stock finishes. 8 oz. flip top bottle.
#749-001-605ST Patch-Out Liquid Brushless Bore Cleaner $10.95
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TM Solution
This solvent contains no ammonia products and aggressively attacks 
powder fouling as well as it does copper fouling. Many of the good cop-
per solvents don't focus on the powder fouling, which can be even more 
detrimental to your barrel. We use this solvent on all types of rifles, 
high power, bench guns, hunting rifles, etc., and have found no traces 
of any remaining copper fouling. Petroleum products are intentionally 
left out of this solvent because they detract from the cleaning effective-
ness, so make sure you follow up with a good gun oil. This solvent 
works extremely well.

#100-004-640ST Bore Cleaner, 4 oz. $7.99
#100-004-641ST Bore Cleaner, 16 oz. 22.99

Cleaning Solvents & Lubricants

Pro-Shot Copper Solvent IV
Pro-Shot's new Copper Solvent IV is a new generation, environmen-
tally friendly, synthetic formula which removes copper and powder 
fouling quickly and safely. Testing by Pro-Shot indicates that the ion 
activated additives in Copper Solvent IV will bond with and release the 
copper ions in your barrel. Pro-Shot suggests using bore brushes and 
patches with this solvent, and the rust preventative properties remain 
after the bore is patch dried. Available in 8 oz.

#749-001-017ST Pro-Shot Copper Solvent IV - 8 oz. $9.99

Hoppes No. 9 Bore Solvent
Hoppe's famous #9 cleaning solvent is formulated to remove powder, 
lead, and copper fouling.

#749-000-635ST Hoppe's No. 9 Nitro Solvent - 5 oz. $5.99
#749-001-596ST Hoppe's No. 9 Nitro Solvent - 16 oz. 12.99

Bore Tech Eliminator
This cleaner is free of ammonia, ammonia salts and petroleum distil-
lates. Eliminator removes copper, lead, carbon, powder and plastic 
wad fouling quickly and effectively.

#509-000-021ST 4 oz. Eliminator $13.99
#509-000-027ST 16 oz. Eliminator 24.99

Bore Tech Moly Magic
Bore Tech Moly Magic is designed to assist in the removal of molybdenum 
disulphide build-up in your rifle bore (moly). When exposed to high tem-
perature and pressure, moly breaks down and causes a corrosive sulfuric 
acid byproduct which is very difficult to remove. This can significantly 
reduce accuracy and harm your barrel. Moly Magic is not a bore cleaner 
– it should be used in conjunction with a bore cleaner, such as Bore Tech 
Eliminator to achieve proper cleaning results.

#749-101-564ST Bore Tech Moly Magic, 4 oz. $14.99

Sweet’s 7.62 Solvent
This is a very high strength copper fouling remover. It is 
intended for patch use or nylon brushes. Use Sweet's after 
normal cleaning to remove stubborn copper deposits. We do not rec-
ommend letting Sweets remain in your barrel for over 20-25 minutes 
at a time. Available in 6.75 oz
#749-102-005ST Sweet's 7.62 Solvent - 6.75 oz. $10.95

Barnes CR-10 Bore Solvent
This heavy-duty copper cleaner attacks stubborn copper and powder 
residue. You can use it as your regular cleaner but we recommend it 
primarily for use on hard to remove copper deposits. Comes in an 8 
oz. bottle.

#749-001-378ST Barnes CR-10 Bore Solvent - 8 oz. $8.49

Montana X-Treme™ Copper 
Killer 50 BMG Solvent
Montana X-Treme Copper Killer is probably the strongest ammonia 
based copper remover solvent on the market today. The folks at 
Montana X-Treme report Copper Killer to be completely barrel safe, 
and it contains no amines, acids or chlorides. This solvent removes 
copper fast, and is perfect for heavily copper fouled rifles. The high 
ammonia content will react with bronze bristle brushes, so they 
should be neutralized after brushing. Nylon bore brushes could be a 
good alternative for this solvent. Cleaning with Copper Killer should 
be done outside or in a well ventilated location. This is a really heavy 
duty copper solvent.
#100-005-021ST 6 oz. Copper Killer $10.49
#100-005-022ST 20 oz. Copper Killer 25.99

Hoppe's Benchrest No. 9 Copper 
Solvent
Benchrest 9 is a more aggressive formulation of the old standby No. 
9 Solvent. This solvent will remove copper, lead, powder and plastic 
wad fouling from all firearm bores safely and quickly. Hoppe's rec-
ommends soaking barrels wetted with Benchrest 9 solvent overnight 
for easiest results. Contains kerosene and is flammable.

Hoppe's Benchrest No. 9 Copper Solvent - 5 oz.
#749-000-793ST $8.49
Hoppe's Benchrest No. 9 Copper Solvent - 16 oz.
#749-002-915ST $19.99

Montana X-Treme™ Bore Cleaner
Copper and powder fouling are removed completely and quickly with 
Montana X-Treme. Brushes should be neutralized after use as with 
any solvent containing ammonia. The folks from Montana X-Treme 
state that this solvent can be left in rifle barrels with absolute safety, 
and that soaking barrels with Montana X-Treme is fine. We suggest 
following any cleaning with a good non-Teflon bore oil.

#100-005-019ST 6 oz. Bore Solvent $8.99
#100-005-020ST 20 oz. Bore Solvent 21.99

Pro-Shot 1-Step Cleaner and 
Lubricant
Pro-Shot 1-Step Cleaner and Lubricant Pro-Shot's new 1-Step 
formula cleans bores fouled with lead, copper, powder and plas-
tic wad fouling and lessens repeat fouling and residue buildup. 
Contains special additives which lubricate and provide a corro-
sion barrier for superior rust protection. 1-Step is a proprietary, 
non-hazardous, environmentally friendly formula which should 
be used with patches and bore brushes. Easy one-product clean-
ing and lubricating. Available in 8 oz.

Pro-Shot 1-Step Cleaner and Lubricant - 8 oz.
#749-001-035ST $9.99
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Cleaning Solvents & Lubricants

Carb-Out Liquid Carbon Remover
Hard carbon fouling has always been a difficult cleaning problem, usually 
involving abrasive cleaners and lots of short-stroking the bore or throat area. 
Carb-Out is a very strong, carbon specific aerosol solvent which many are 
saying gets hard carbon deposits out easily. Carb-out can also be swabbed 
through the barrel between relays or shot strings to lessen carbon foul-
ing. Leaves a thin, sub micron rust preventative coating on barrel steel. 
Flammable liquid. Available in 8 oz. screw top can.

#749-001-178ST Carb-Out Carbon Remover - 8 oz. $8.95

Shooter’s Choice Lead Remover
This product was designed specifically for removing lead fouling in 
rifles and handguns. Those shooting cast bullets might want to make 
this part of your cleaning arsenal. Works great for rifles as well as hand-
guns. Available in 4 oz. jar.

#934-004-004ST 4 oz. Lead Remover $8.79

Shooter’s Choice Copper Remover
Extra strength copper remover removes copper fouling that normal cleaning 
solvents won't remove.

#934-011-008ST 8 oz. Copper Remover $11.99

Shooter’s Choice 
Universal Gun Care Pack

This convenient package contains all the chemicals you need 
to clean and maintain your rifles, handguns and shotguns. 

Shooter's Choice Bore Cleaner dissolves copper and lead 
fouling, as well as shotgun wad residue, and removes 
rust and corrosion. FP-10 Lubricant, the same for-
mula currently used by U.S. Special Forces, reduces 

friction and wear, and withstands temperatures 
up to 500° F. Rust Prevent Corrosion Inhibiter 
displaces water and creates an ultra-thin film on 
the metal that protects against rust, fingerprints 
and body acids, pitting, and salt air.

#100-010-562ST Universal Gun Care Pack $18.99

Bore Tech Rimfire Blend
This bore cleaner is designed specifically for cleaning rim-
fire barrels. It aggressively attacks lead, powder, and other 
fouling. We use this product on our own newer rifles, and 
have also successfully cleaned up some very old Winchester 
52's that were in very poor condition. 

#509-000-023ST 4 oz. Rim Fire Blend $13.99
#509-000-024ST 16 oz. Rim Fire Blend 27.95

Hoppe’s Blast and Clean Degreaser
Blast and Clean is a high performance aerosol degreaser which will remove 
oil and grease deposits from actions and other firearm parts. Cleans 
actions without disassembly. Environmentally friendly, contains no CFCs 
or carcinogens, and dries in seconds to leave surfaces completely oil-free. 
Available in 11 oz. aerosol can.

#699-000-001ST Blast & Clean Degreaser $6.99

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only

Shooter's Choice Polymer Safe 
Quick Scrub
This degreaser from Shooter's Choice will not harm plastics, paint fin-
ishes, wood finishes or camo. The odor is much less objectionable than 
other aerosol firearm degreasers or brake cleaner products. Polymer 
Safe evaporates fast like Quick Scrub and leaves no residue behind. 
Dissolves grease, removes powder fouling, oil and grime. Available in 
12 oz. aerosol can.

#934-000-006ST Polymer Safe Cleaner $9.99

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only

Montana X-Treme™  
Cowboy Blend
Montana X-Treme Cowboy Blend is formulated for the Cowboy Action 
Shooting Sports. It quickly removes lead and powder fouling along 
with plastic residue from shotgun wads. Works quickly on carbon 
build-up in the throat area. Cowboy Blend also works very well for 
cleaning choke tubes, compensators, and revolver cylinders. This prod-
uct has been tested and recommended by many of the top shooters in 
the sport. Available in a 20 oz. bottle.

#100-005-017ST "Cowboy Blend" Solvent $22.99#749-000-120ST “Hold-It” Straw Holder $1.95

Hold-It Straw Holder
This device keeps your aerosol can straw close at hand 
for those jobs where you need a fine stream of cleaner. 
Comes in packs of 2.

Birchwood Casey Gun Scrubber®
Gun Scrubber is a high pressure solvent/degreaser that removes dirt, 
grease, and oils. An extension tube produces a powerful blasting action 
that penetrates even the smallest crevices. Flushes out residue from 
trigger assemblies. Great for cleaning bolts, actions, brushes, reloading tools 
and dies. Synthetic safe: will not harm plastic, wood, laminates, composites, 
rubber grips or any other material used in the construction of today's fire-
arms. Available in 10 oz and 13 oz. aerosol can.

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only

Birchwood Casey Gun Scrubber - 10 oz.
#749-012-557ST $7.49
Birchwood Casey Gun Scrubber - 13 oz.
#749-012-556ST $8.99

Shooter’s Choice Quickscrub III
This de-greaser and cleaner can be used on your firearms to remove 
dirt, oil, grease, powder build-up and fouling. Apply some type of 
rust preventative afterwards as this product leaves the metal squeaky 
clean. Meets all new EPA requirements. Great for cleaning solvent 
from brushes and residue inside reloading dies Available in 15 oz. 
aerosol can.

#934-020-015ST Quick Scrub III $9.79

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only
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Bore Tech C4 Carbon Remover
The Bore Tech C4 Carbon Remover is a new advanced chemical 
formulation never before introduced to the shooting industry. It is 
a non-flammable, non-hazardous and 100% biodegradable product 
that chemically reacts to stubborn carbon deposits. Bore Tech C4 is 
quick and easy, eliminating the time consuming and labor intensive 
cleaning we’re all used to with carbon removal. Soak your parts for a 
few minutes and then patch or wipe dry. C4 works great for barrels, 
bolts faces, flash suppressors, chamber throats, revolver cylinders 
and any other place where extreme carbon fouling is present.

#509-350-040ST 4 oz. C4 Carbon Remover $11.99
#509-350-160ST 16 oz. C4 Carbon Remover 23.49

Bore Tech Chameleon Gel
This dual-purpose bore cleaner/polish uses an exclusive chemical for-
mula that changes color to let you know what type of fouling remains 
in your barrel. Designed to be used in conjunction with Bore Tech 
C4, Cu+2, and Eliminator products, Chameleon Gel removes heavy 
carbon, copper, lead, moly, and plastic fouling. Make multiple cleaning 
passes, just as you would with any cleaner, and if the gel residue comes 
out blue/green, you still have copper fouling. Black means carbon 
fouling, and grey means lead and/or moly. When the gel residue finally 
remains white in color, your barrel is clean and lightly polished. This 
non-embedding, biodegradable formula is safe for all barrels.

#509-000-030ST Bore Tech Chameleon Gel $11.99

Otis O12 Bore Cleaners
Otis O12 bore cleaning products are formulated to give superior fouling removal and corro-
sion protection, yet still be biodegradable, and environmentally safe. O12 cleaners aggres-
sively target carbon, copper, and lead fouling in your firearms without ammonia or other 
harsh chemicals or their odors. 
O12-GP General Purpose Solvent is a great all-around bore cleaner for 
removing fouling from rifles, handguns and shotguns. It takes out the 
deposits of carbon, copper, and lead fouling that accumulate during most 
shooting activities, and helps combat rust for long-lasting protection. Safe to 
use on all gun metals, O12 General Purpose is odor-free and environmentally 
safe.

#668-000-112ST O12-GP General Purpose, 2 oz. $9.99
#668-000-113ST O12-GP General Purpose, 4 oz. 14.49
#668-000-114ST O12-GP General Purpose, 8 oz. 18.99
#668-000-115ST O12-GP General Purpose, 16 oz. 24.99

O12-C Carbon Remover helps you maintain accuracy and prevent jams 
by dissolving stubborn carbon buildup. Suitable for all firearms, O12-C is 
particularly effective at removing heavy carbon deposits from gas systems, 
gas pistons, bolt carriers, bores, and other parts of the gun. An ideal cleaner 
for your AR-15 and other modern tactical rifles - and a great product for 
high-volume competition shooters.

#668-000-120ST O12-C Carbon Remover, 2 oz. $9.99
#668-000-117ST O12-C Carbon Remover, 4 oz. 14.99
#668-000-118ST O12-C Carbon Remover, 8 oz. 18.99
#668-000-119ST O12-C Carbon Remover, 16 oz. 24.99

O12-CU Copper Remover helps you maintain accuracy by stripping cop-
per fouling from the bore with a special formula that breaks the copper's 
bond with the barrel, allowing you to simply patch it out. O12-CU is free 
of ammonia and petroleum, and like the other O12 Cleaners, it also helps 
prevent rust and corrosion.

#668-000-124ST O12-CU Copper Remover, 2 oz. $9.99
#668-000-125ST O12-CU Copper Remover, 4 oz. 14.99
#668-000-127ST O12-CU Copper Remover, 16 oz. 24.49

O12-PL Shotgun Blend is specially formulated to quickly remove plastic 
wad residue as well as lead and carbon fouling from shotgun barrels. Lets you 
clean the forcing cone, barrel and choke with just one solvent.

#668-000-116ST O12-PL Shotgun Cleaner 2 oz. $9.99
#668-000-121ST O12-PL Shotgun Cleaner 4 oz. 14.49
#668-000-122ST O12-PL Shotgun Cleaner 8 oz. 18.49
#668-000-123ST O12-PL Shotgun Cleaner 16 oz. 24.49

Bore Tech Cu+2 Copper Remover
This advanced chemical bore cleaner not only takes the chore out of bore 
cleaning, but it's safe enough to use right on your bench and has a pleasant 
odor. This biodegradable, ammonia and petroleum-free formula works 
fast to breakdown and dissolve all traces of copper fouling caused by high-
velocity, jacketed bullets. This powerful formula changes copper's electronic 
state to loosen it up, then an enhanced binding agent acts like a magnet to 
attract the dissolved copper, keeping it from re-depositing and allowing 
complete removal. Repeated use conditions the bore and prevents rust, cop-
per buildup, and protects the metal from corrosion.

#509-000-028ST 4 oz. Cu+2 Copper Remover $11.99
#509-000-029ST 16 oz. Cu+2 Copper Remover 24.99

Bore Tech Shotgun Blend
Don't let the sweet citrus smell fool you, this Shotgun Blend is formulated 
to safely and quickly remove lead and plastic fouling, as well as tough 
carbon residue deposits from shotgun barrels, forcing cones, chokes, and 
choke tubes. This ammonia-free formula is designed to extricate debris, 
dirt, and grime without damaging metal surfaces and barrel finishes.
#749-001-859ST Bore Tech Shotgun Blend - 4 oz. $13.99
#749-003-537ST Bore Tech Shotgun Blend - 16 oz. 25.99

Birchwood Casey RIG Products
Birchwood Casey RIG 
Universal Gun Grease
This is the original RIG Universal Gun 
Grease favored by shooters and gunsmiths 
alike as a superior lubricant and preserva-
tive. This clean, viscous grease is easy to 
apply to all your guns and provides absolute 
rust prevention during long-term storage. One 
thorough application of a thin film inside and 
out will protect your rifle, handgun, shotgun or 
muzzleloader against rust and corrosion. For full 
coverage, saturate a swab and run it back and forth 
through the barrel.

#167-400-205ST RIG Universal Grease, 1.5 oz. $4.99
#167-400-274ST RIG Universal Grease, 3 oz. 9.99
#167-400-458ST RIG Universal Grease, 12 oz. 14.99
Birchwood Casey RIG-Rag Universal Grease 
Applicator
Designed specifically for applying a thin, uniform coating of RIG to your firearms. This 
oval-shaped pad is 7" x 4" and made from soft, durable sheepskin. It comes pre-saturated 
with RIG and can be used again and again – just add more RIG as needed. Comes prepack-
aged in a resealable, zip-lock plastic bag for ease of storage and long-lasting service.

#167-300-024ST RIG-Rag Universal Grease Applicator $8.99
Birchwood Casey RIG+P Stainless Steel Lube
Specifically formulated for stainless steel, this preservative’s excellent adhesion properties 
reduce surface wear and prevent galling of treated parts. After cleaning your firearm apply a 
thin coat to slide rails, action bars, or any place that has potential for galling. Will not break 
down under high pressure or heat. Comes in a 11/2 oz. tube.

#167-400-519ST RIG+P Stainless Steel Lubricant $4.99
Birchwood Casey RIG® #2™  
Aerosol Gun Oil
Specially formulated petroleum distillates combined with an advanced rust 
preventative offer the lubrication benefit of a premium gun oil, plus the 
rust protection of the original RIG Universal Gun Grease. Penetrates deep 
into the pores of the metal leaving behind a long lasting invisible film that 
seals out moisture. Won’t harm painted surfaces, plastic, rubber, or plated 
surfaces found on modern firearms. Available in 10 oz. aerosol can.

#167-000-052ST RIG #2 Aerosol Gun Oil $10.49
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Shooter’s FP-10 Lubricant Elite™
Shooter’s Choice high-tech FP-10 lubricant is designed for friction reduction. 
Use in areas where needed. This product contains a metal treatment additive 
that actually seals the metal surface. Contains no Teflon™ and works well as 
a rust preventative. Also an excellent neck turning lubricant. Available in 4 
oz. bottle.

#934-110-004ST FP-10 Lubricant Elite™  $8.19

Butch’s Gun Oil
Butch’s Gun Oil is a high performance blend of several natural oils designed to 
withstand the heat and pressure of firearms use. Butch’s Gun Oil also contains 
corrosion inhibitors for complete protection of stainless steel and carbon steel 
barrels. Great to use as a final step after cleaning with Butch’s Bore Shine. 
Contains no Teflon™. Available in 4 oz. bottle.

#749-000-791ST Butch's Gun Oil - 4 oz. $12.29

Montana X-Treme™ Gun Oil
Montana X-Treme Gun Oil is a petroleum- based product designed as a 
finishing or storage oil to follow routine bore cleaning. This product is a rust 
preventative and will weatherproof all metal surfaces. Contains no Teflon™. 
Available in 6 oz. bottle.

#100-005-018ST Gun Oil $7.99

Kroil
This penetrating and lubricating oil is used by shooters to clean match bar-

rels when shooting moly coated bullets. Also used with Shooter's Choice 
to remove regular copper fouling. Kroil is one of the best 

penetrating oils ever formulated. Available in an 8 oz. 
can, a 1 gallon can, and a 10 oz. aerosol can.

#471-100-008ST Kroil Pour Can, 8 oz. $13.99
#749-002-099ST Kroil -10oz. Aerosol* 12.99
#749-006-863ST Kroil-1Gal Can 72.95

*Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS 
Ground only.

Kellube
Kellube is a synthetic gun lubricant that provides excellent lubrication for all 
types of metal to metal movement. Also displaces moisture and coats metal 
with a protective film to prevent oxidation and corrosion. Available in a 1 oz. 
bottle with needle applicator or 4 oz. bottle with tip applicator. Excellent on 

slide action semi-auto pistols.

#749-001-003ST Kellube -1 oz. $8.49
#749-013-329ST Kellube - 4 oz. 9.95

Pro-Shot Zero Friction
Zero Friction is a premium, synthetic lubricant formulated to operate under 
extreme pressure. Contains additives for anti-wear, rust prevention, oxida-
tion control to prevent gumming, and long term stability. Working tempera-
ture is minus -75 to 400° F. The needle applicator enables you to put just the 
right amount of lube where you need it. Available in 1 oz. needle oiler.

#749-000-638ST Pro-Shot Zero Friction - 1 oz. $5.99

Sinclair Bolt Grease

This bolt grease will make your bolt work as smooth as silk. Our grease is packed into a 
curved spout syringe that is great for reaching tight areas. Excellent for use on any sliding 
surface that will incur friction. We also sell empty syringes for any application you may 
need.
#749-001-060ST Sinclair Bolt Grease w/Syringe $7.95
#749-000-260ST Polypropylene Reusable Syringe Empty 3.95

TM Ultra Bolt Grease

TM Ultra Bolt Grease is an extra high-performance grease with polymer additives that 
provide superior adhesive and cohesive properties resulting in long life. In short, this grease 
really works well on bolts and highload surfaces such as locking lugs and cocking piece 
cams. Comes in a 10 ml syringe for easy application.

#100-004-643ST Ultra Bolt Grease $7.99

Montana X-Treme™ Gun Grease

This is an excellent bolt grease that stays put in all temperatures. Outstanding high pressure 
lubricating properties. The syringe applicator makes it easy to apply.

#100-001-578ST Gun Grease $6.99

Pro-Shot Pro Gold Lubricant

We have used Pro Gold in our shop for many years, and have always liked it's tackiness, 
ability to prevent stainless steel galling and superior lubricating properties. Pro Gold offers 
excellent performance for locking lugs, frame rails, shotgun hinge pins, camming surfaces 
and reloading tools. Water resistant, non gumming and an extreme operating range of 0° F 
to 450° F. Packed in a 10cc syringe.

#749-000-787ST Pro Gold Lubricant - 10cc $5.99

Birchwood Casey SNO™ Universal 
Gun Grease
Long-lasting, water-
proof, petroleum-
based clear grease 
protects your fire-
arms from corrosion and 
wear, while it reduces friction to 
ensure smooth, reliable function of all moving parts. When used 
on a regular basis, SNO Universal Gun Grease helps any firearm—pistol, rifle, or shot-
gun—work easier for a longer service life. Can also be used as a metal preservative when 
storing guns for extended periods of time. Apply a thin, even coat to metal surfaces after 
cleaning. 1/2 oz. (14g) tube.

#167-000-039ST Sno Universal Gun Grease $2.99

Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil
Hoppe’s lubricating oil is a high viscosity natural oil refined to 
provide superior lubricating qualities for firearms and other 
precision equipment. Excellent protection for guns, fishing 
equipment and sports equipment, prevents rust and also pro-
tects woodwork. Long lasting and will not gum up.

Hoppe’s Oil, 21/4 oz.
#699-100-003ST $2.99

Hoppe's Lubricating Oil - 14.9 ml Needle Oiler
#749-000-431ST $5.99
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Starrett M1
Starrett M1 lubricant produces a micro-thin, airtight film/coating which dries 
fast. It will not pick up dirt and grime that “wet” lubricants attract. The can 
will spray upside down or sideways, superior lubricating with no silicone, pen-
etrates under dirt and rust, cleans grease and tar from metal parts, displaces 
moisture, prevents rust and is nonconductive. Once you have tried M1 on 
your tools, dies and firearms you will always have a can on hand. This is Fred 
Sinclair’s all-time favorite spray lube. Comes in a 12 oz. aerosol can.

#749-001-018ST Starrett M1 All-Purpose Lubricant $7.95

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only.

FrogLube® CLP
Non-toxic cleaner/lubricant/protectant 

removes powder residue, carbon, grease, and other corro-
sion-causing contaminants left on your firearm after firing. 
When applied to warm metal, FrogLube "seasons" deep into 
the pores of the metal with repeated applications so it forms 
a slick, protective surface that reduces friction and helps pre-
vent corrosion during storage. 
Once dry, it will not 
attract dirt  and 
grit like petro-
l e u m - b a s e d 
l u b r i c a n t s 
do. Causes 
m o i s t u r e 
to bead 
up on 
c o n t a c t 
and roll off. Made from 100% bio-
degradable food-grade materials, FrogLube lubricates all 
points on a firearm including bolts, rails, lugs, and bearing 
surfaces. Can be safely applied to plastic, metal, wood, and 
rubber, too. Kits include a supply of both liquid and paste, 
plus a 15" x 15" microfiber cleaning cloth. Also available in 
a 5-pack of 5" x 5" wipes.

#100-013-335ST Froglube 4 oz Paste/4 oz Liquid CLP Kit $36.99
#100-013-336ST Froglube 8 oz Paste/8 oz Liquid CLP Kit 53.99
#100-008-818ST FrogLube Liquid, 4 oz. 16.99
#100-011-038ST FrogLube Paste, 4 oz. 10.99
#100-011-191ST FrogLube Liquid, 8 oz. 29.99
#100-008-817ST FrogLube Paste, 8 oz. 19.99
#100-010-964ST FrogLube CLP Wipes - 5-Pack 8.99

Shooter’s Choice Rust Prevent
This rust preventative aerosol spray is great for the interior and exterior of 
rifle barrels and the outside of actions. Excellent for use when storing dies 
and other tools susceptible to surface corrosion. Goes on wet and dries as a 
protective barrier. We use a lot of this product. Really works well!

#749-000-794ST Shooter's Choice Rust Prevent - 6 oz. $6.95

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only

QMAXX Q20 BLU Gun Oil
This innovative moisture-displacing aerosol lubricant by QMAXX is specially 
engineered to protect firearms from exposure to fresh or salt water. Perfect 
for guns used in the most extreme weather/environmental conditions, this 
innovative, corrosion-inhibiting formula lubricates and protects moving parts 
and exposed metal – including blued components. Environmentally safe, 
non-flammable and silicone-free.

#100-010-689ST Q20 BLU Gun Oil – 71/4 oz. Aerosol $14.99

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only.

Break Free Collector
Collector is a long term storage preservative for firearms and other sports 
equipment. It was developed for the military to protect weapons for up to 
5 years in storage. Can be used on all metals and finishes, will not break 
down to form waxy residues. Weapons can be fired without cleaning or 
removing Collector. Outstanding for preventing damage or rust spots 
from moisture or finger prints. 4 oz. dropper bottle w/straw.

#749-001-006ST Break Free Collector - 4 oz $9.99

Break Free CLP
CLP (cleaner, lubricant, preservative) has been used by shooters for many 
years. The product has excellent lubricating qualities and penetrates metal 
surfaces. Sold in 4 oz. dropper bottle.

#749-001-030ST Break Free CLP - 4 oz. $9.99

Montana X-Treme™ Bore 
Conditioner
The Montana X-Treme Bore Conditioner is formulated for today's 
match grade barrels. It is a highly refined, low residue oil that has been 
processed to eliminate the factors causing oil to gum and congeal. The 
formula contains no PTFE, silicones or synthetics of any kind, which 
leave a residue behind affecting accuracy. For more consistent 1st shot 
accuracy, give this oil a try. Comes in a 6 oz. bottle.

#100-005-024ST X-Treme Bore Conditioner $9.49

QMAXX Q20 Extreme  
Penetrating Oil
This high-performance spray-on penetrating oil is formulated to soak 
through rust, dirt, and corrosion fast to help free stubborn nuts, bolts, 
and other fittings. Innovative NANOMAXX technology uses hard-
hitting industrial diamond particles to tackle the toughest jobs with ease. 
A great addition to your workbench, this environmentally safe, silicone-
free oil is also a highly-effective lubricant and parts cleaner.

Q20 Extreme Penetrating Oil – 13 fl. oz. Aerosol
#100-010-690ST $13.99

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only.

Hornady One Shot Gun Cleaner 
and Dry Lube
The Hornady One Shot Gun Cleaner & Dry Lube reduces friction, 
cleans grit, grime and gunk. Great for use on your firearms, loading 
press, tools, etc. The 7 oz. aerosol spray will enable you to cover a much 
larger area than a conventional dropper bottle or oil applicator. One 
Shot Cleaner & Dry Lube leaves behind a thin, dry lube that's impervi-
ous to heat, cold or buildup.

Hornady One Shot Gun Cleaner & Dry Lube - 7 oz.
#749-001-143ST $9.99

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only.
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Esca-Tech D-Wipe®/ 
wD-Lead® Cleaners
Esca-Tech cleaning products safely remove harm-
ful lead and other heavy metals from your skin 
after shooting and reloading. D-Lead liquid cleanser 
comes in an 8 fl. oz. squeeze bottle, and D-Wipe sin-
gle-use moist towelettes are packaged in a 40-count, 
plastic dispenser-top canister. Both products clean 
and condition the skin with or without water, while 
removing heavy metal dust, grease and dirt.

Flitz Rifle, Gun and Knife Wax
Non-abrasive, silicone-free protectant from Flitz shields firearms and 
knives from rust and the corrosive effects of powder residue, fingerprints, 
water spots, tree sap, blood, and more. Rifle, Gun & Knife Wax contains a 
unique blend of Brazilian Carnauba wax and beeswax to provide a tough, 
protective finish that lasts up to six months in fresh water conditions 
and three months in salt water environments. Safe for all metals – blued 
steel, stainless steel, brass, aluminum, and nickel plating - as well as wood 
and fiberglass stocks, paint, acrylics, and plastic. Won't attract dust, and 
leaves no white residue or buildup.
#749-013-149ST Flitz Rifle, Gun & Knife Wax – 7.6 fl. oz. $12.99

The Custom Shop O-Ring Cleaning Jags
The Custom Shop's high-efficiency cleaning jags have a combination of solid aluminum or 
brass construction (depending on model) and rubber O-rings that press the patch firmly 
into contact with the lands and grooves for efficient scrubbing action on powder, lead, 
copper, and plastic fouling, without risk of scratching the rifling. Can be used with patches, 
and #0000 steel wool or bronze wool. Shotgun and Black Powder jags are color coded; Rifle/
Handgun jags have caliber stamped on them for easy identification.

Rifle/Pistol O-Ring Jags $9.95
ITEM # FITS

#080-000-909ST .22/5.56mm
#080-000-911ST .243/6mm
#080-000-912ST .25/6.5mm
#080-000-914ST .270/6.8mm
#080-000-915ST .284/7mm
#100-004-495ST .30 cal.
#080-000-910ST .338 cal
#100-003-828ST .35/9mm/.357/.38 cal.
#100-003-829ST 10mm/.40/.41 cal.
#100-003-831ST .44 cal.
#100-003-830ST .45/.454/.460 cal.

Blackpowder/Shotgun O-Ring Jags $10.95

ITEM # FITS
#100-003-289ST .50 Cal. BP
#100-003-286ST 12 Ga. Cleaning Jag
#100-003-287ST 20 Ga. Cleaning Jag
#100-003-288ST 28 Ga. Cleaning Jag
#100-008-558ST .410 Bore Jag

D-Lead Skin Cleaner - 8 fl. oz.
#749-012-451ST $3.99

D-Wipe Towelettes - 40 Count
#749-012-450ST $4.99

SLiP 2000™ Gun Care Products
SLiP 2000 products are specially formulated to provide superior 
cleaning and protection without harsh, strong-smelling, toxic 
chemicals.

725 Gun Cleaner/Degreaser
Water-based solvent strips grease, oil, Cosmoline, carbon, 
and grime from gun parts. Safe for aluminum, carbon steel, 
and stainless, and won't harm plastic, bluing, sealed wood, or 
rubber. Use in parts washers, ultra sonic cleaners (check with 
manufacturer) or apply by hand. Lubricate exposed metal after 
use. 4 fl. oz. pump spray bottle.

#749-012-408ST 725 Cleaner/Degreaser - 4 oz. $7.99

Carbon Killer
Dissolves burnt-on carbon and flushes away powder residue. 
Soak the item to be cleaned in Carbon Killer for 5 to 15 minutes 
to loosen tough carbon fouling on bolts, cylinder faces, actions, 
muzzle brakes, and other hard-to-reach areas. Then simply 
wipe, brush, or rinse the part clean. Use for bore cleaning to 
remove carbon, lead, and plastic wad fouling. Carbon Killer 
is reusable; if stored properly, it can maintain its strength 
through multiple cleaning sessions. No hazardous chemicals, 
non-flammable, and biodegradable. 4 fl. oz. twist-top bottle or 
16 fl. oz. screw-cap jar.

#749-010-210ST SLiP 2000 Carbon Killer - 4 oz. $8.00
#749-010-224ST SLiP 2000 Carbon Killer - 16 oz. 16.99

Gun Lube
Keeps your gun running in extreme conditions. Won't become 
sticky or slow down at cold temperatures and doesn't freeze, 
even at -110°F. Heat has no effect, because Gun Lube doesn’t 
evaporate and won’t burn off up to +1,250°F. Won't attract 
dirt, dust, or sand, either, and it displaces moisture. Gun Lube 
penetrates into the micro-pores of the metal to create a bonded 
surface that resists carbon, copper, lead, plastic and other foul-
ing for easy cleaning. Contains no petroleum distillates or oil. 
4 fl. oz. twist-top bottle.

#749-012-409ST SLiP 2000 Gun Lube - 4 oz. $8.25

EWL
Extreme Weapons Lube gives you the same benefits of Gun 
Lube and in addition cleans and preserves your weapon. 
Removes carbon/powder, lead, copper, and plastic wad fouling. 
Formulated with an anti-friction agent that reduces wear by 
up to 95%, EWL prevents heat buildup during repeated fire to 
keep the action running reliably. Protects against mild mineral 
acids and has passed the Salt Spray Corrosion (ASTM B-117) 
150 Hour test. 4 fl. oz. twist-top bottle.

#749-012-410ST SLiP 2000 EWL - 4 oz. $12.50

SLiP 2000 3-Pack
Contains 2 fl. oz. bottles of 725 Gun Cleaner/Degreaser, Carbon 
Killer, and Gun Lube.

#749-012-407ST SLiP 2000 3-Pack $15.99

SINCLAR TECH TIP Sign up for our "Reloading Press" at www.sinclairintl.com and get the latest technical information, 
reloading articles, product specials and more...!!
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Miscellaneous Cleaning and Chemicals

J-B™ Bore Cleaner
J-B Bore Cleaner gets caked-in powder residue and copper jacket 
fouling out of barrels. This paste is non-embedding, which 
means it doesn't get "stuck" in the pores of the barrel. Available 
in 2 oz. container.

#749-102-003ST J-B Bore Cleaner - 2 oz. $10.99

J-B™ Bore Brite Paste
J-B Bore Brite is a micro-fine paste compound that works as 
both a cleaner and a final polish. Regular use gives your barrel 
a mirror-like finish that helps prevent buildup of copper and 
carbon fouling. J-B Bore Brite liquifies during use to quickly 
remove fouling and powder residue in rifles and handguns, and 
plastic deposits in shotgun bores. Regular use between strings 
minimizes accumulation of fouling to help maintain accuracy. 
Available in 2 oz. container.

#749-102-004ST J-B Bore Brite - 2 oz. $11.99

Mil-Comm Grease and Pre-Cleaner
TW-25B cleaner is a non-toxic, non-flammable synthetic grease that our 
US Military has adopted for AR-15/M-16 maintenance. It's long lasting 
lubrication qualities extends the life of rifle parts in extreme pressure 
and temperature conditions. TW-25B is effective from -90°F to 450°F 
and works well for all semiauto and bolt guns. Comes packaged with 
Mil-Comm's own cleaner/degreaser to prepare all parts before applica-
tion. Larger package sizes of cleaner/degreaser and TW25B Grease also 
available.

#749-002-182ST Mil-Comm Cleaner & Lubricant 4 oz. Cleaner and .5 oz. Grease $13.95
#749-003-052ST Mil-Comm MC 25 Cleaner/Degreaser 16 oz. Bottle 26.99
#749-001-013ST Mil-Comm TW25B Grease .5 oz. Reclosable Syringe 7.95
#749-001-340ST Mil-Comm TW25B Grease 1.5 oz. Tapered Tip Tube 10.99

GunBrite Polish is an excellent cleaner for the exterior surfaces of stainless, chrome, nickel 
and factory blued guns. It removes powder fouling, surface rust and discoloration from 
barrel surfaces and black rings from cylinder faces. Cleans and protects the surface against 
fingerprinting and moisture, leaves a polished look without an oily finish. Do not use on 
cold blue. Paste type polish, 2 oz. tube.

#749-001-031ST Iosso GunBrite Polish - 2 oz. $7.95

Birchwood Casey Lead 
Remover and 
Polishing Cloth
Specially impregnated 6" x 9" 
cloth effectively removes lead, 
burn rings from cylinder faces, 
rust and fouling from handguns, 
rifles, shotguns and muzzleload-
ers. The cloth polishes and restores 
luster to stainless steel and nickel 
surfaces, and can be cut to size for 
use in chambers and through the bore. 
Discoloration does not reduce efficiency. 
Packaged in a heavy-duty, resealable plas-
tic bag which should be used for storage. 
Not recommended for blued or case-hardened 
metal finishes. 

#167-000-060ST Lead Remover Cloth $6.99

Iosso Bore Cleaner

This is a concentrated paste form bore cleaner. This paste is non-abrasive, but it removes 
copper, lead, powder fouling, plastic wad residue and surface rust. Iosso is non-corrosive, 
non-flammable and has no objectionable odors. Iosso Bore Cleaner has become very 
popular with many competitive shooters. This is the best product we have found to remove 
stubborn powder fouling from the throat area. Available in 1.5 oz. tube.

#073-000-002ST Iosso Bore Cleaner $6.99

Flitz Metal Polish

Safe for factory blued, nickel and stainless steel firearms. For cleaning, polishing and pro-
tecting all metal surfaces. Available in 1.76 oz.

#749-001-168ST Flitz Metal Polish - 1.76 oz. $9.99

Tuf-Cloth
This long-lasting lintfree cloth is designed for use on 
firearms, knives, etc. to provide a long-lasting barrier 
against rust, friction, and wear. This formula of nontoxic 
dry film corrosion inhibitors and lubricants provides 
a fast- drying, water-displacing barrier. The film 

will not attract dirt and is dry to the touch. 
Size: 12" x 12".

Sentry Tuf-Cloth
#749-001-015ST $7.95

Birchwood Casey Gun  
and Reel Silicone Cloth
100% cotton flannel with pure silicone, removes dust and 
finger prints, leaves a lustrous protective film on all metal, 
wood and plastic surfaces. 14.4" x 15" size.

Birchwood Casey Silicone Cloth
#749-000-636ST $5.99

Iosso GunBrite™ Polish
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Miscellaneous Cleaning and Chemicals

Hygenall® FieldWipes™
Fresh-smelling wipes remove dirt, grime, and the toxic metals you 
will come in contact with when reloading, handling ammunition, 
or shooting firearms. Great for use at the bench or on the range. 
Removes over 99% of unseen lead particles, as well as arsenic, cad-
mium, mercury, zinc, hexavalent chromium, tungsten, and other 
heavy metals. Leaves skin feeling clean and refreshed. 45 disposable 
61/2" x 71/2" wipes per pop-up canister dispenser

#749-012-538ST Hygenall FieldWipes $14.99

Hygenall® ToxOff™ Surface 
Decontaminant and  
All-Purpose Cleaner
Fresh-smelling ToxOff surface spray from Hygenall is an all-
purpose cleaner that removes dirt, grime, and toxic metals from 
contaminated surfaces to prevent transfer to other surfaces or 
people. Kills germs, too. Non-toxic ingredients remove over 99% of 
unseen lead particles, as well as arsenic, cadmium, mercury, zinc, 
hexavalent chromium, tungsten, and other heavy metals. Great 
for the range or field - anywhere soap and water just isn't avail-
able. Perfect for cleaning bench rests, reloading equipment, and 
hands after shooting or handling ammunition. Leaves skin feeling 
smooth and refreshed. 1 quart bottle with spray pump.

#749-012-640ST ToxOff Surface Spray - 1 qt. $14.99

Birchwood Casey Swauber™ 
Applicators
When a project requires even, consistent application 
of liquids, reach for a disposable Swauber Applicator. 
Whether you're applying bluing and finishing chemicals, 
cleaning solutions, or any liquid product, Swaubers help 
you get the job done quickly, without mess. The large, 
looped wire handle gives you a firm grasp, while the swab 
dauber applies an even coat of liquid. A must for any 
shooter who cleans, refinishes, or repairs his own guns.

Birchwood Casey Swauber Applicators - 20 Pack
#749-009-149ST $4.99

Loctite® C5-A® Anti-Seize Lube
This Copper Based Anti-Seize is the barrel thread compound used and preferred by many professional gunsmiths. The high copper 
content protects mating parts and provides a shield against high temperature seizing and galling. C5-A can be used on all steel alloys 
including all stainless steels, brass, cast iron, copper and all plastics. The 4 oz. container includes a brush-top for easy application, and 
the 1 oz. tube is perfect for your range box. Meets Mil-Spec MIL-PRF-907.

#749-102-006ST Anti-Seize Lubricant 1 oz. $5.95
#749-001-855ST Anti-Seize Lubricant 4 oz. 15.95

Double Headed Cotton Swabs
These applicator/cleaning swabs are great to use for cleaning hard to reach areas. Apply 
solvents, lubes, etc. Pharmaceutical grade bleached white cotton heads are attached to a 
6" wooden handle. 100 double headed swabs to a package. Great to have at your cleaning 
bench and in your range bag.

#749-000-915ST Double Headed Cotton Swabs - 100 pack $9.99

Gun Glove Protective  
Skin Lotion
Gun Glove is a skin lotion you put on before going to 
the range or cleaning your firearms. The Gun Glove 
lotion goes on like hand lotion (not greasy) and pro-
tects your skin from absorption and staining from 
lead compounds, cleaning chemicals, black powder, 
oils and greases and powder residue. One hand wash-
ing gets all the dirt and smell off your hands. This 
product is a good idea, especially if you don't wear 
gloves when you are cleaning firearms.

Gun Glove Skin Protectant - 2 oz. Bottle
#749-000-762ST $6.95

Gun Glove Skin Protectant - 32 oz. Pump 
Bottle
#749-006-320ST $53.95
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Sinclair/Remington Mainspring 
Changing Tool
Our Mainspring 
Tool for Remington 
bolts is an easy-to-
use spring compres-
sor that allows you 
to disassemble the 
firing pin and main-
spring from the bolt 
body. Our tool has 
an anodized alumi-
num body, steel lead 
screw and a large 
comfortable handle. This tool in conjunction with the Sinclair Firing Pin Removal Tool is 
a must to change firing pins or springs safely without damaging the bolt or bolt parts.  Fits 
700 Short and Long Actions, Rem 722, 600, 40X, Model 7, and XP/XR-100. Also works on 
Stolle Panda actions and others with Remington style bolts.

#749-004-114ST Sinclair/Remington Mainspring Changing Tool $27.95

Sinclair/Remington Ejector 
Compressor Tool
This tool is designed to compress and control the ejector on 
Remington style bolts. The tool compresses the ejector and 
then turns to engage the locking lugs to hold the ejector in 
a compressed position. This allows you to drive the pin out 
and remove the ejector and spring in a controlled manner. 
Invaluable tool to have when replacing or shortening the ejec-
tor spring.
The tool includes quick change fittings for small bolt faces (.222/.223, etc.) 
and large bolt faces (.308, Magnums, etc.).

#749-003-541ST Sinclair/Rem Ejector Compressor Tool $26.99

Sinclair/Drymate™ Gun Cleaning Mats

These two durable, protective mats are made for us by DryMate™. Both mats have a non-
woven, soft facing surface which will protect your work surface and reloading tools. The 
bonded backing material prevents solvents, liquids and oils from soaking through. The pre-
cision cut edges will not unravel or fray, and the mats can be machine washed. The cleaning 
mat is 16" x 54" and will protect your work surface while working on rifles or shotguns. The 
bench mat is 16" x 20" and is perfect for your bench or loading at the range. 
#749-002-186ST Drymate 16" x 54" Cleaning Mat $13.95
#749-001-055ST Drymate 16" x 20" Bench Mat 7.95

Sinclair Firing Pin 
Removal Tool
The Sinclair Firing Pin Removal Tool makes 
the disassembly of your Remington style 
bolt a piece of cake. The tool protects the 
shroud and cocking piece, controls the firing 
pin spring energy, and allows you to easily 
remove the firing pin assembly from the 
bolt body for cleaning and/or replace-
ment. Fits the Remington 700, 40X, 
600, 660, Model 7, XP-100, XR-100, 
and 722 actions, plus the Kelbly 
Stolle actions. Does not work 
for the 770 or the 40X rim-
fire action. 

#749-004-116ST Sinclair Firing Pin Removal Tool $29.99

Sinclair Bench Block 
for Remington Bolts
This bench block is specifically designed 
for use with Sinclair bolt tools for 
Remington bolt actions. This bench 
block secures both Remington bolts 
and firing pins in the proper position for 
driving out pins. Machined from black 
Delrin™ so it will not damage any external 
finishes and features a machined "well" prop-
erly located to prevent the loss of pins.

Sinclair Bench Block
#749-002-695ST $17.95

Remington Bolt Maintenance  
Storage Case

Cleaning, maintaining and changing parts on 
the bolt of your Remington bolt action rifle has never 
been easier. This case will store all the tools needed to 
remove the firing pin assembly, replace the firing pin 
assembly, remove and/or change ejectors and springs 
and otherwise maintain your Remington Bolt. This 
case features storage areas for our Remington Firing 
Pin Removal Tool, Remington Ejector Compressor 
Tool, Remington Mainspring Tool and our new 

Remington Bolt Maintenance Bench Block. Store 
all these tools together in one convenient location 

and save the time and aggravation of search-
ing your drawers and toolboxes. Purchase the 
Remington Bolt Maintenance Kit with all four 
tools and storage case and save $15.00 over 

buying each of the items separately.

#749-011-310ST Remington Bolt Maintenance Storage Case $29.99
#749-011-311ST Remington Bolt Maintenance Kit 115.95

SOG Armory Gun Mat
Heavy duty, flexible pad from SOG Armory protects your gun's finish during cleaning 
and repair, plus the top side features a detailed exploded parts diagram of a firearm clas-
sic – the M1 Garand. Soft polyester top helps ensure your gun doesn't get scratched, while 
the non-slip neoprene rubber backing keeps the mat in place. Easily cleans up with warm 
water and mild detergent.

#100-009-875ST SOG Armory M1 Garand Gun Mat $22.49

Easy Firing Pin Removal!
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Action Cleaning Tools

Sinclair Action Cleaning Tool Kit
The Sinclair Action Cleaning Tool Kit includes all the necessary tooling to 
clean the actions of your centerfire rifles. Since most shooters consider “rifle 
cleaning” a method to remove fouling from their barrels, the action often becomes the most 
neglected area. Especially with new shooters that are not familiar with its importance. The 

Sinclair Action Cleaning Tool Kit consists of three major components:
Lug Recess Tool: The locking lug area in most bolt rifle actions has a tendency 
to collect brass chips from cases, brush bristles, primer residue, bolt grease, and 

solvents. This accumulation can wear heavily on your bolt lugs. Our Lug Recess Tool cleans 
this up with little effort. It has a slotted head that accepts the included cleaning felts and 
cotton rolls for cleaning your lug raceways and recess areas. Simply insert into the action, 
slide down the lug raceways, and then rotate inside the lug recess areas. Solvent may be 
applied to the felt/cotton roll to remove debris. A dry felt or cotton roll may be used to dry 
the area out. The Lug Recess Tool is made of stainless steel for a lifetime of use. Also sold 
separately (see below).
Chamber Swab Tool With Handle: The Chamber Swab & Handle makes a simple 
task of wiping the chamber dry after each cleaning. Thread a chamber Swab (mop) onto 
the Chamber Swab Handle (swab not included) and wipe away excess solvents from the 
chamber area. Solvents collect in this area after cleaning your rifle barrel, regardless of what 
bore guide or cleaning devices you’re using. We place a patch over our swab to extend the 
swab life and then discard the patch afterward. The Sinclair Chamber Swab Handle is made 
of stainless steel and is also available separately (see below).
Bolt Utility Brush: The Bolt Utility Brush allows you to scrub the bolt face and lugs 
after spraying your bolt with a degreaser. Great for removing brass chips from the bolt face, 
cleaning the bolt shroud, removing old bolt grease, etc. Be sure to re-apply new grease to 
the bolt bearing surfaces which will prevent galling. We clean our bolts and apply fresh bolt 
grease after each range session.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
#749-004-651ST Sinclair Action Cleaning Tool Kit (Complete) $34.95
#749-003-115ST Sinclair Lug Recess Tool - Includes Cotton Roll Pack and 

2 Felts
21.50

#749-001-367ST Sinclair Chamber Swab Handle 9.95
#749-000-179ST Replacement Cleaning Felts (5 pack) 2.95
#749-000-185ST Replacement Cotton Rolls (50 pack) 2.99
#749-000-169ST Replacement Chamber Mop 2.99
#749-102-002ST Utility Brush 1.95
#749-000-729ST Special Tool Head for Small Sakos, Coopers and Kimbers 

(.550" Bolt)
9.99

#749-000-222ST Sinclair Handle for Upgrading Older Action Tools/Swab 
Handles

4.05

749-003-115  
Lug Recess Tool with Felts 

and Cotton Roll

749-004-651  
Complete Kit

Sinclair Flexible Chamber Swab Tool

Our Flexible Chamber Swab Tool is a 
great chamber tool for your favorite 
lever, pump or semi-auto rifle because 
you can insert it through the rifles’ 
ejection port without disassembling 
the rifle. Accepts all 8-32 male thread-
ed cleaning accessories including the 
Iosso AR brushes, our AR-15/AR-10 
chamber brushes and swabs, and all 
Dewey brushes, bore mops and cham-
ber swabs. The 10" usable length also allows you to use the Flexible Chamber Tool with your 
AR style rifles with the upper and lower separated. Complete with our large, comfortable 
Sinclair handle. Swab sold separately.

#749-002-550ST Sinclair Flexible Chamber Swab Tool $19.99
#749-000-169ST Chamber Swab For All Rifle Chambers 2.99

Sinclair AR-15 and AR-308 
Lug Recess Tool
This one of a kind tool is used to clean the lug recess 
area on the AR-15 and AR-308 rifles. The lug recess 
area collects a lot of grease and debris and needs to be 
cleaned regularly. This tool compresses a cotton roll 
and then releases it so you can rotate it inside the lug 
recess area. Should be used wet with solvent, then 
followed up with a dry roll. One bag of cotton rolls 
(about 50) is included with each tool.

AR-15 Lug Recess Tool
#749-003-995ST $29.99

Sinclair AR-308 Lug Recess Tool
#749-004-531ST $31.99

Cotton Rolls, 3/8" x 1" - Approx. 50 
pieces
#749-000-184ST $2.95

749-001-367 
Sinclair Swab Tool 

with Handle749-000-185 
Replacement 
Cotton Rolls 

(50 pack)

749-000-169 
Replacement 
Chamber Mop 749-000-222 

Sinclair Upgrade 
Handle

749-102-002 
Utility Brush

749-000-729

749-000-179 
Replacement 
Cleaning Felts 

(5 pack)
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Cleaning Cradles

Sinclair Hunting/Sporting Rifle Cradle
This cradle is complete with legs, standard 14" tie bars and saddles #749-002-469 and #749-
002-468 for most hunting and sporting rifles. We recommend this cradle for rifles with forends 
and rear grips up to 1.75". This covers standard hunting weight factory rifles as well as most custom stocks 
designed for game hunting. 

#749-006-350ST Sinclair Hunting/Sporting Rifle Cradle $56.99

Sinclair Standard Varmint  
Rifle/Hunter Class Cradle
This cradle is complete with legs, standard 14" tie bars and saddles #749-002-469 and #749-002-471 for most 
varmint rifles. We recommend this cradle for rifles with forends between 1.75" and 2.625" and rear grips up 
to 1.75". This includes most factory varmint rifles with beavertail type stocks and most "hunter class" - type 
stocks including Remington and Savage varmint stocks, Shehane Varmint BR, McMillan Hunter Class and 
Edge HBR.

#749-006-351ST Sinclair Varmint Rifle Cradle $56.99

Sinclair Benchrest Rifle Cradles
This cradle is complete with legs, tie bars, and saddles for benchrest stocks. Both models fit 
rifles with forends between 2.625" and 3.25" wide. Standard cradle has 14" tie bars with saddles 
#749-002-469 and #749-002-472 for rifles with standard rear grips up to 1.75". Some popular benchrest 
stocks that fit this cradle are the Standard McMillan, Edge, Shehane Baby Tracker, Kelbly TMBR and SPG. 
Long-Range cradle has 17" tie bars with saddles CC180 and CC 130 for rifles with rear grips between 
1.75" and 2.35". Popular benchrest stocks that fit this cradle are the Scoville, Kelbly Klub, Borden, Shehane 
Tracker, and Tooley MBR stocks.

#749-006-349ST Sinclair Standard Benchrest Rifle Cradle $56.99
#749-012-883ST Sinclair Long-Range Benchrest Rifle Cradle 56.99

Sinclair Large Benchrest Rifle Cradle
This cradle is complete with legs, standard 14" tie bars and saddles #749-002-470 and #749-
002-472 for the newer crop of wide rear gripped benchrest stocks. We recommend this cradle 
for benchrest type rifles with forends between 2.625" and 3.25" and rear grips between 1.75" and 2.20". 
Some popular benchrest stocks that fit this cradle are the Scoville, Kelbly Klub, Borden, Shehane Tracker 
and Tooley MBR stocks.

#749-006-356ST Sinclair Large Benchrest Rifle Cradle $56.99

Sinclair Rifle Cleaning Cradles
The Sinclair rifle cleaning cradle is designed to hold a rifle securely for cleaning while at the same time protecting the rifle's finish. Each cleaning cradle is comprised of two aluminum 
saddles that use a non-marring/non-slip molding that holds the rifle in place while cleaning. All cradles position the rifle in a muzzle down position so solvents will drain toward the 
muzzle end instead of back into the receiver. All Sinclair cradle parts are powder coated with a durable satin silver finish.
The saddles are attached to two aluminum legs which are connected by two aluminum tie rods. One big advantage that our cleaning cradle has is that it can easily be broken down for 
transportation. A disassembled cradle takes approximately 15" x 5" x 2" for the B/R model and a bit less for others. Cleaning cradles can be converted to hold two rifles by purchasing a 
double cradle hardware kit and additional saddles. Cradles can be ordered as complete units or you can order individual pieces for special configurations. All complete cradles include 
front and rear saddles, legs, tie bars, and hardware.
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Cleaning Cradles

Sinclair AR-15/AR-308 Rifle Cradle

This cradle will hold the AR-15 or AR-308 rifle in the correct muzzle down position for 
easy cleaning. The Sinclair Cleaning Cradle securely holds your rifle in place while you 
clean from the breech. The Sinclair Cleaning Cradle is constructed of aircraft aluminum 
and can be easily disassembled for transportation. Two great companion tools to use with 
the cradle are the Sinclair AR-15 Cleaning Link (#749-002-497) and the Sinclair AR-15 Rod 
Guide shown in use.

#749-006-357ST Sinclair AR-15/AR-308 Cradle Model $56.99

Sinclair X-Large Varmint/Prone Long 
Range Rifle Cradle

This cradle is complete with legs, standard 14" tie bars and saddles #749-002-473 and #749-
002-471 for varmint and prone rifles with large rear grips. We recommend this cradle for 
stocks with forends up to 2.625" and rear grips from 1.75" to 2.35". Some stocks that will fit 
this cradle include most Masterclass high power and prone stocks and some heavy varmint/ 
target type stocks.

#749-006-348ST Sinclair Extra Large Varmint/Prone Long Range Rifle Cradle $56.99

Sinclair AR 
Cleaning Links
This item is a “must have” for 
cleaning your AR rifles. The Cleaning Link 
separates the upper and lower assemblies, 
but holds them securely to allow easy breech 
access for bore cleaning using a Sinclair Rod 
Guide. Made of Delrin™ and stainless steel, 
it is virtually impervious to solvents. The 
Cleaning Link uses the rear locking pin and 
rear locking pin hole and installs in seconds.

AR-15 Cleaning Link
#749-002-497ST $14.95

AR-308 Cleaning Link
#749-002-620ST $19.99

Extra Rear and Front Saddles

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
#749-002-469ST Rear saddle for standard rifles - grips up to 1.75" wide $14.95
#749-002-468ST Front saddle for hunting/sporting rifles - forends up to 1.75" 

wide
14.95

#749-002-471ST Front saddle for varmint/hunter rifles - forends between 1.75" 
and 2.625" wide

14.99

#749-002-472ST Front saddle for benchrest rifles - forends between 2.625" 
and 3.25" wide

14.95

#749-002-435ST Rear saddle for AR-15/AR-style 308 rifles 15.99
#749-002-470ST Front saddle for AR-15/AR-style 308 rifles. Rear saddle for 

wide gripped target stocks - forends between 1.75" and 
2.35"

14.95

#749-002-473ST Rear saddle with extra wide rear grip - forends between 2.35" 
and 2.625"

14.95

#749-002-391ST Set of two each: cradle legs and tie bars, w/hardware. See 
illustration at top.

17.95

#749-000-228ST Hardware kit only to convert single cradle to double cradle 3.95
#749-003-241ST Set of two each cradle legs and 17" tie bars w/hardware. 

The extra 3" of tie bar elevates the muzzle and distributes 
the wieght better on rifles with long (27+") heavy barrels and 
stocks with long forends. Works well for heavy High Power, 
F-Class and Long Range rifles and for the newer Shehane and 
Scoville type stocks

23.95

#749-002-667ST Set of two 17" tie bars. See above description. (does not 
include hardware or cradle legs).

18.95

MTM Gun Cleaning Vise

The MTM Gun Cleaning Vise is packed full of features that you would normally find on 
costly high end model vises, all for a fraction of the cost. Easily perform all your gunsmith-
ing and maintenance for rifles, shotguns, long guns, etc.
The MTM Gun Vise features a fast, single adjustment clamp that secures with a non-
marring hold. The cleaning forks are positioned so that you may clamp your firearm level 
or sloped, depending on whether you are installing an optical sight, adjusting a trigger, or 
flushing your action and in need of drainage. Shotgun barrels, rifle stocks, muzzleloaders, 
etc., are held securely for easy cleaning.
Organize all of your cleaning supplies within the 14 separate compartments. A divided 
tray slides to uncover compartments in the vise base for smaller, easy-to-lose items. Utilize 
the 11 screwdriver bit holders, which are also handy for jags, brushes, mops, and rod 
implements. Along the bottom side of the MTM Gun Cleaning Vise are two convenient 
cleaning rod holders to keep your rods from getting away while you're making adjustments. 
Comprised of chemical and solvent resistant polypropylene plastic, the MTM Gun Cleaning 
Vise is built to last.
#749-010-333ST MTM Gun Cleaning Vise $49.95

SINCLAR TECH TIP A cleaning cradle, such 
as the ones found on these pages, is great for other tasks 
besides cleaning. They are extremely useful when installing 

scopes, sights, installing butt pads, checking seating depth, etc.
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Cleaning Cradles

MTM Maintenance Center 
 and Accessory Box

#574-000-004ST MTM Shooter's Accessory Box $49.99
#574-101-000ST Portable Maintenance Center 40.99

MTM Shooting Range Box
This MTM Shooting Range Box mounts your gun cleaning kit on top of a storage supply unit that con-
verts to a cleaning cradle. The top section of the Shooting Range Box offers loads of divided space for 
jags, brushes, solvents, etc, keeping cleaning items sorted and organized. The two trays can be positioned 
four ways. The long section in the front is for break down cleaning rods, bore guides, chamber or choke 
tube brushes, large aerosol cleaning spray cans, etc. With its 18 compartments and bore brush guide, the 
Shooting Range Box has more features than any range box we have seen.
The base offers plenty of deep storage for supplies and ammo. A pair of adjustable gun forks featuring 
soft over molded rubber padding, offers easy positioning of firearms with a firm, non-marring hold. 
The overall length of the Shooting Range Box provides excellent stability for nearly any size fire-
arm. The bottom base is big enough to hold a large ammo box, and most 4 oz. bottles of cleaning 
solvents. USA made with chemical resistant polypropylene. Size: 25" x 111/2" x 83/4".

#749-006-104ST MTM Shooting Range Box $49.95

Lyman Revolution™ Rotating Gun Vise

This universal gun vise from Lyman is engineered to hold any firearm (rifles, pistols, AR 
type rifles and single shot rifles and pistols) for cleaning, maintenance or gunsmithing. The 
vise includes padded clamping inserts to securely hold and protect the firearm while you 
are working on it. One of the most unique and useful features of the Revolution vise is the 
ability to rotate the firearm right, left or straight up while it is clamped into the padded 
inserts. This is the most adaptable bench vise we have seen, and the only one with a lock-
able 3-position feature. 

#539-000-017ST Rotating Gun Vise $83.99

The MTM Maintenance Center 
is constructed of heavy gauge 
plastic with two removable, soft 
but sturdy rubber cradles. The tray 
has two sections that have sliding covers for 
storage of cleaning supplies and an open center 
section. Excellent for cleaning and general gun 
work. The MTM accessory box is a large storage 
box for reloading supplies and other shooting accessories such as brass, shotgun shells, 
reloading equipment, etc. It is designed so the portable maintenance center stacks on top 
with the box handle accessible through the tray. 

MTM Gunsmith Maintenance Center

This MTM product is designed to securely hold your rifle or shotgun. Ideal for cleaning, 
mounting scopes, swivels, bedding actions, etc. Compartments are provided for solvents, 
rust inhibitors, patches and screwdrivers. Removable forks have molded rubber padding to 
protect your firearm and slots to hold two cleaning rods. Each fork has two built-in height 
adjustments, giving you a combination of height adjustments to hold the firearm level, 
whether upright or upside down. The large middle section is for storing tools and cleaning 
supplies in one area. This cradle is ideally suited for the workbench. Available in red only.

#749-005-442ST MTM Gunsmith's Maintenance Center $40.95

MTM’s new Tactical Range Box mounts 
your gun cleaning kit 

on top of a stor-
age supply unit 
that converts to 

a cleaning cradle 
— more features 
than any range 

box we’ve seen. The top section 
offers plenty of divided space to keep jags, 

brushes, solvents, and other small items 
organized. Two removable trays can be posi-

tioned four ways. A compartment running the full 
length of the box can hold disassembled two-piece cleaning 

rods, bore guides, chamber or choke tube brushes, aerosol spray 
cans, and the included bore brush gauge.

#749-012-886ST Tactical Range Box w/AR-15 Insert $49.99

MTM Tactical Range Box

MTM’s new Tactical Range Box mounts your gun cleaning kit on top of a storage supply unit 
that converts to a cleaning cradle — more features than any range box we’ve seen. The top 
section offers plenty of divided space to keep jags, brushes, solvents, and other small items 
organized. Two removable trays can be positioned four ways. A compartment running the 
full length of the box can hold disassembled two-piece cleaning rods, bore guides, chamber 
or choke tube brushes, aerosol spray cans, and the included bore brush gauge.

            SAVE   
    OVER 10% 
when buying a kit
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Shotgun Maintenance

These 34" shotgun cleaning rods from Dewey have 5/16-27 female threads to 
accept standard shotgun brushes and jags. Lightweight aluminum, nylon 
coated to protect the bore. Fixed, non-rotating handle. Choose a two piece 
takedown rod or a seamless one-piece rod, both with a patch loop. Spare 
loops sold separately.

34" 2-Piece Fixed Handle Shotgun Rod w/Patch Loop
#749-004-859ST $33.95

34" 1-Piece Fixed Handle Shotgun Rod w/Patch Loop
#749-004-858ST $33.95

Nylon Shotgun Patch Loop 5/16"-27 Threads
#749-000-224ST $3.95

Nylon Shotgun Patch Loop 
(#749-000-224)

Although we specialize in rifle accuracy, we do have 
shotguns we enjoy shooting and thus carry some specialty 
supplies for maintaining them.

#749-004-859

Shotgun Bore Mops
Our shotgun bore mops are 100% Cotton with brass cores and brass couplings. All mops 
have the standard 5/16"-27 shotgun rod threads.

.410 Bore and .44-50 Cal. Black Powder Barrels
#749-000-158ST $1.99

28-20 Gauge Shotgun and 54-56 Cal. Black 
Powder Barrels
#749-000-157ST $2.49

16, 12 and 10 Gauge Shotguns and 69-75 
Caliber Black Powder Barrels
#749-000-164ST $2.76

Dewey Shotgun Brush Adapters and Patch 
Loops
Shotgun Brush Adapter for 17-Up Rifle Rods
#749-000-195ST $3.45

Shotgun Patch Loop for 27 - Up Rifle Rods
#749-000-400ST $4.95

Nylon Shotgun Patch Loop 5/16"-27 Threads
#749-000-224ST $3.95

Adapter for Shotgun/Black Powder Rods 
10-32 Male to 5/16-27 Female
#749-000-215ST $3.75

Sinclair Shotgun 
Cleaning Patches
These patches are 100% cotton flannel, 
napped on both sides for maximum solvent 
retention, and sized to fit properly. Patches 
are packed in resealable bags.

3" Square Shot gun Patches - 250 ct
#749-001-886ST $11.95

Shotgun Brushes
These brushes have bronze bristles, brass cores, and 5/16"-27 standard 
shotgun threads. They thread directly into Dewey Shotgun Rods, or 
add the SBA adapter (#749-000-195) to use them on a 27 caliber and up 
female threaded Dewey Rod. 

ITEM # SIZE EACH
6 OR MORE 

EACH
#749-000-152ST .410 Cal. $2.49 $1.99
#749-000-151ST 28 Ga 1.99 1.99
#749-000-153ST 20 Ga 2.49 1.99
#749-000-148ST 16 Ga 1.99 1.99
#749-000-159ST 12 Ga 1.99 1.99
#749-000-150ST 10 Ga 2.49 1.99

#749-004-858

Dewey Shotgun Cleaning Rods

These unique patch jags work extremely well for clean-
ing debris from your shotgun. Each jag has a hard nylon 

tip that is surrounded by flexible fingers that push the 
patch against the walls of the barrel for optimum cleaning 

p e r - formance. Fits all standard shotgun cleaning rods. 
Outstanding product! Male threaded - 5/16-27.

#749-000-678ST 410 Cal. $10.95
#749-000-679ST 28 Ga. 6.80
#749-000-680ST 20 Ga. 6.50
#749-000-677ST 16 Ga. 6.50
#749-000-685ST 12 Ga. 6.50
#749-000-676ST 10 Ga. 6.50

Bore Tech Shotgun Patch Jags

#749-101-561ST Bore Tech 1-Piece Coated Shotgun Rod 36" $37.99
#749-101-572ST Bore Tech 2-Piece Coated Shotgun Rod 36" 39.99

that is extremely chemical resistant and durable – does not 
soften, peel or scratch, even under the most extreme conditions. All 

rods are female ended with standard 5/16-27 threads and work perfectly with 
our popular Shotgun Jags and brushes.  

.382" rod diameter. Available in both 1 piece and 2 piece configurations, works for gauges 
10 thru .410 bore. Requires 5/16-27 jag/brush threads.
Rod lengths listed are the “working length” of the rod only and do not include the length of 
the handle. For rod overall length (OAL), add 5.5" to the rod’s working length.

Bore Tech Shotgun Stix
Bore Tech’s Shotgun Stixs feature ergonomi-
cally designed handles that offer a comfort-
able, non-slip foam handle design and provide 

a fast, effective way to clean your shotgun at 
home, the range or in the field. 

Each rod is built with an oversized core that allows for 
unsurpassed rigidity, minimizing the bow and flex 
found in other manufacturers’ cleaning rods. The 

proprietary core coating provides a uniform cover 
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MTM Shotshell Choke  
Tube Case
The MTM Shotshell Choke Tube Case pairs a 
detachable choke tube case along with a rugged 
shotshell carrying case. Great for all shot-
gun shooting sports and convenient for 
transit to the field or range. Carry your 
choke tubes, wrenches, lube, ammo, 
accessories etc., all in a built-to-last 
polypropylene molded case with a large 
comfortable handle. 12 gauge boxes can 
be left open to expose four different loads 
for quick access in the field or at the 
range. Ideal hunting equipment for the 
waterfowler.
 The MTM Shotshell Choke Tube Case is designed 
to hold 100 rounds of 23/4" or 3" 12 Gauge shot-
shells. It’s available in both Wild Camo and Forest Green. 
Dimensions are 7" x 105/8" x 6".

#749-010-339ST MTM Shotshel Choke Tube Case – Wild Camo $15.95
#749-010-340ST MTM Shotshell Choke Tube Case – Forest Green 15.95

MTM Shotshell Load Labels
The MTM Shotshell Load labels make tracking your shotgun reloads accurate and easy. Keep record of 
your reloading data and number of reloads for safety and storage. Data fields include: Gauge, Shot, Shot 
Weight, Hull, Wad, Primer, Powder Brand/Weight, Load # and date. Fits on just about any container, or 
place right on your empty boxes that are used to store your reloads.

#749-010-341ST MTM Shotshell Load Labels $4.95

Bore Tech Shotgun Blend
Don't let the sweet citrus smell fool you, this Shotgun Blend is formu-
lated to safely and quickly remove lead and plastic fouling, as well as 
tough carbon residue deposits from shotgun barrels, forcing cones, 
chokes, and choke tubes. This ammonia-free formula is designed to 
extricate debris, dirt, and grime without damaging metal surfaces and 
barrel finishes.

#749-001-859ST Bore Tech Shotgun Blend - 4 oz. $13.99
#749-003-537ST Bore Tech Shotgun Blend - 16 oz. 25.99

Birchwood Casey  
Choke Tube Lube
This lube was created specifically to prevent 
your choke from seizing up due to corrosion 
and galling caused by hot barrels, high stress 
from steel shot loads, and pressure from 
repetitive trap and skeet shooting. This non-
evaporative, metallicbase formula creates 
a protective barrier against rain and 
saltwater, as well as prevents sei-
zure even at extreme tempera-
tures up to 2000°F. It not 
only protects the end of 
your barrel, but it makes 
inserting and removing 
all regular and stainless steel tubes a breeze. Comes in a 3/4 oz. squeeze tube.

#167-400-150ST Choke Tube Lube $7.20

Shooter's Choice Shotgun and 
Choke Tube Cleaner
This aerosol product by Shooter's Choice is designed specifically 
for removing carbon fouling and wad fouling in shotguns. We 
use this product and it works extremely well. Great for spraying 
down the barrel or applying with a brush or patch.

Shooter's Choice Shotgun & Choke Tube Cleaner - 12 oz.
#749-001-585ST $11.49

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground only.

MTM Choke Tube Cases
MTM offers three different sized choke tube cases to store 
and protect your valuable choke tubes & accessories. Each 
choke tube case is made of polypropylene with internal 
dividers and foam pad to safeguard your stored items. The 
foam pads help prevent rattle and protect your threads. 

Consider keeping your chokes, wrenches and choke lube 
all in one convenient case for use at the range or in the 

field. Designed to hold 20, 12, and 10 gauge chokes.
- CT3 holds 3 extended or 6 standard tubes

- CT6 holds 6 extended tubes side to side
- CT9 holds 6 extended or 9 standard 
tubes

CT3 Choke Tube Case, 6 std or 3 
extended
#749-010-329ST $3.95

CT6 Choke Tube Case, holds 6 
extended
#749-010-328ST $4.50

CT9 Choke Tube Case, 9 std or 6 
extended
#749-010-330ST $4.95

CT6

CT3
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AR Cleaning Products

Iosso AR-308 Cleaning Kit
This handy kit contains 
everything you need to clean 
your AR-308 rifle. It features 
blue Nyflex™ nylon brushes 
specially designed to clean 
the bolt carrier, bolt carrier 
key, upper receiver, cham-
ber and bore. The kit also 
includes a gas tube brush 
and guide tool, which help 
you clean the rifle's gas 
tube without disassembly. 
An easy-to-use bore clean-
ing rope and patch pull help 
you swab deposits out of the 
barrel with a simple pull-
through. The aluminum 
extension rod works as a 
short handle for the brushes, a handle for the bore cleaning rope or extension for a standard 
cleaning rod for extra-long barrels. Kit includes blue nylon pouch that holds all components. 
Brushes have standard 8-32 male threads.

#073-000-009ST Complete AR-308 Cleaning Kit $54.99

Iosso AR-308 Cleaning Brush Set
These Nyflex™ brushes are designed 
to help you thoroughly clean your 
AR-Style .308 rifle quickly, without 
leaving behind scratches. Long-lasting, 
nylon bristles flex more than bronze, 
letting you scrub back and forth to 
remove all kinds of fouling without fear 
of getting the brush stuck. Contains 
brushes precisely sized to help you 
clean the upper receiver, bolt carrier, 
chamber and bore. Brass cores won't 
scratch steel. 8-32 male threads fit stan-
dard cleaning rods.

#073-000-008ST AR-308 Brush Set $14.99

Sinclair Specialty Rod Guides
We make specialty rod guides 
for the AR family of rifles 
(AR-15, AR-10/SR25, and 
HK-91) and the Ruger 77/22 
Hornet. The AR family rod 
guides are the O-ring style, 
while the Ruger 77/22 Hornet 
is one of our rimfire type rod 
guides. Our Sinclair Solvent 
Port is a great accessory to 
these guides. Includes new 
intergral solvent port.

#749-002-979ST AR-15 Family Rod Guide 223 Rem. $19.95
#749-002-901ST 22-6.5mm WSSM 19.95
#749-003-061ST Grendel, 6mm AR, PPC 19.95
#749-003-068ST AR-15 Rod Guide 6.8 SPC 19.95
#749-002-792ST 7mm-30 cal. WSM 19.95
#749-011-462ST 7.62x39 19.95
#749-002-900ST 458 SOCOM 19.95
#749-003-054ST 50 Beowolf 19.95
#749-002-898ST AR10/SR25 .243, 6.5 Creedmoor, 260 Rem 23.95
#749-003-621ST AR-10’s & SR-25 Rod Guide 308 Win. 23.95
#749-011-344ST Rock River 308 Win 23.95
#749-003-278ST 7mm-30 cal. WSM 23.95
#749-002-899ST 338 Federal 23.95
#749-003-604ST HK91’s Rod Guide 30.95
#749-002-594ST Ruger 77/22 Hornet 16.95

50 Caliber Rod Guides
#749-004-487ST Sinclair 50 BMG Rod Guide (McBros. Actions) $31.95
#749-011-466ST Sinclair AR-50 BMG Rod Guide (Armalite AR-50) 49.99

AR-15 Chamber Brushes and Swabs
Chamber Brushes:
Designed to clean the 
chamber and lug recess 
area. The front brush has bronze bristles with a stainless steel core while the rear portion 
has longer stainless steel bristles. Brush is 8-32 male threaded.

#749-102-000ST AR-15 Chamber Brush $3.95
#749-102-001ST AR-308 Chamber Brush 5.50
Chamber Swabs:
Designed specifically for cleaning chambers and lug recess 
areas on AR-15's (223 Rem.) and AR-style 308's. Cotton 
fibers can be cleaned and re-used several times.

#749-000-445ST AR-15 Chamber Swab $4.95
#749-000-523ST AR-308 Chamber Swab 5.50

Sinclair AR-15 
Brushes
The action and 
carrier key pas-
sage on AR rifles 
are areas which need frequent attention to maintain top accuracy. Our AR-15 
Action Brush does an excellent job of cleaning the powder/carbon blowback from inside 
the receiver body.
The carrier key passage needs to be cleaned out with a stiff stainless brush to maintain 
proper functioning of the rifle. Both of these brushes are sized correctly for their specific 
purposes. All AR cleaning kits should include both brushes.

#749-000-648ST AR-15 Carrier Key Brush $5.95
#749-000-639ST AR-15 Action Brush 6.75

This stainless steel rod holds an AR chamber brush or swab (one each included) on one end 
and has the same t-handle as our AR Lug Recess Tool. Turning a chamber brush is difficult 
with a normal cleaning rod, but is an easy task with this tool. Can be used with any other 
standard 8-32 threaded brushes or implements. Comes with one AR-15 Chamber Brush and 
one AR-15 Chamber Swab.

#749-003-066ST AR-15 Chamber Cleaning Kit $19.95

IOSSO AR Brushes
IOSSO makes some effective specialty 
brushes for specific AR cleaning jobs. 
These brush bristles are made with 
Nyflex fiber which is a stiff, thick syn-
thetic fiber which retains its shape well 
and isn't destroyed by repetitive back and 
forth action. Brushes are wound tightly, sized 
for a tight fit and have twisted loop brass cores. 
The threaded brushes fit 8-32 cleaning rods, our 
AR Chamber Brush Handle and our 
Action cleaning Tool Handle. The 
kits contain four brushes with 8-32 
threads - one for the chamber, 
one for the bolt carrier and one 
for the upper receiver. Separate kits 
for AR-15 and AR-308. The loop 
handled brush is just like the upper 
receiver brush in the kit only it has a 7" loop handle for use without separate threaded 
handle or rod. All brushes are made in the U.S.A

#073-000-005ST AR-15 Brush Kit $14.99
#073-000-008ST AR-308 Brush Set 14.99
#749-000-430ST AR-308 Upper Receiver Brush - 2 pack 4.95

Kit

2-pack

Sinclair AR-15 Chamber 
Cleaning Kit


